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OVERVIEW

Overview
The idea that a family composed of a man and a woman in their first
marriage is “the best” or “ideal” type of family—especially for children,
but also for adults and for society—is a very old one. For much of U.S.
history, this idea—central to a larger set of ideas that we call marriage
fundamentalism—has been viewed as a matter of common sense,
common law, and common morality.
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...if ‘equal rights’ had been the driving force of American politics
in one era, three decades on, ‘family values’ had usurped that
position.
Robert Self, Family Historian

Families have always more been more diverse
than idealized accounts suggest.1 But marriage
was demographically dominant for much of
U.S. history. Between 1850 and 1950, about
80 percent of households included a married
couple. The married share of households
has been declining ever since. In 2010, the
percentage of households with a married
couple fell below 50 percent for the first time.
Today, it’s at 48 percent. The “unmarried
majority” is unquestionably the new normal.
Partly in response to the rise of an unmarried
majority as well as second-wave feminism, the
civil rights movement, and the gay liberation
movement, conservative foundations
funded a culture war to promote marriage
fundamentalism and move American politics
to the right. As family historian Robert Self
put it, “if ‘equal rights’ had been the driving
force of American politics in one era, three
decades on, ‘family values’ had usurped that
position.”2
Conservative institutions fighting this culture
war include Focus on the Family, the Family
Research Council, the Heritage Foundation,
the American Enterprise Institute, and the
Manhattan Institute for Policy Research.
As part of the culture war, marriage
fundamentalists inaccurately claim that the
superiority of the “traditional” married family
for children is a matter of scientific consensus.
They also use dubious and misleading
statistics to argue that marriage is central to
reducing poverty and inequality.
Few centrists and liberals today are hard-line
marriage fundamentalists and most accept
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

same-sex marriage and non-marital domestic
partnerships. Yet, many still hold onto the
idea that the two-parent family—two parents
living under the same roof with their joint
children—is the best kind of family. In public
debates, elite liberals and centrists typically
justify this belief, not purely on ideological
grounds, but by agreeing with marriage
fundamentalists that it reflects scientific
consensus.
In this report, we argue that it is time to
reject marriage fundamentalism, including
the illiberal and unscientific claims that two
parents in their first marriage are “the best”
or “the ideal” for children, and that increasing
marriage needs to be central to reducing
poverty and inequality. At the same time,
while this report calls for rejecting marriage
fundamentalism, it is not “anti-marriage.”
Marriage has deep personal meaning for many
people, and it has become a fairer and more
inclusive institution over time, largely due
to cultural changes and liberal legal reforms.
Our laws should provide a legal framework
for people who want to marry, but marriage
shouldn’t be the only option for people in close
relationships of care and commitment.
We identify three reasons to reject marriage
fundamentalism. First, it is inconsistent with
liberal, feminist, and multicultural values,
including equality and autonomy. Second, an
objective evaluation of the research evidence
does not support the contention that the
two-parent family (married or not) is the
superior family type for children, or that
increasing the marriage rate is necessary to
reduce poverty and inequality. Claims that
6
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these ideas are a matter of scientific consensus
are demonstrably false. Finally, marriage
fundamentalism has caused, and continues
to cause, considerable political, social, and
psychological harms, especially to already
marginalized communities, without any
offsetting benefits.
At the center of our argument against
marriage fundamentalism is the fact that
it is racist, sexist, and classist. Marriage
fundamentalists classify people based on the
extent to which they conform to an idealized,
White, heterosexual, married family model.
They also classify groups based on the extent
to which group members conform to this
model. The injustices experienced by people
in groups who least conform to this ideal are
attributed to their failure to conform to it,
rather than systemic injustice.
The list of groups targeted as failing to live up
to this ideal is a long one that includes Black
people, unmarried mothers, LGBTQ+ people,
struggling working-class people of all races
and ethnicities,3 and people who receive
Medicaid, SNAP (food stamps), and other
social assistance. According to the story told
by marriage fundamentalists, these groups
are more likely to include people who make
“bad choices” and who are deficient as a matter
of “culture” and “character.”4 However wellintentioned its proponents may be, marriage
fundamentalism reinforces racist and sexist
attitudes that remain widely held in the United
States and harm people on a daily basis.
At the core of this report are four case studies
that take an in-depth look at how marriage
fundamentalism has played out in public

debates over the last half century, and support
our argument for rejecting it.
In the first case study, we show how a
controversial government report, now known
as the Moynihan Report, set the stage for
the culture wars that followed in its wake.
Rather than bringing right and left together
around “a national effort … directed towards
the question of family structure,” the divisive
document is still used to justify discriminatory
attitudes and harmful policies.5
Next, we document the right-wing origins
of a repeatedly debunked and misleading
formula—most recently rebranded as the
“Success Sequence”— that purports to prove
that marriage is central to individual financial
success and reducing poverty. Often attributed
to the Brookings Institution and figures
associated with the Clinton administration, we
trace it back to Charles Murray, a controversial
right-wing figure who has called for ending
nearly all social welfare programs, and
aggressive stigmatization of non-marital
births.
Our third case study outlines how marriage
fundamentalism drove the repeal of Aid
to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC)—a social-security program that
provided an income floor for eligible lowincome children—and established marriage
promotion as explicit federal policy. Since
2006, some $1.2 billion in federal funds
have been dedicated exclusively to marriage
promotion through the Temporary Assistance
to Needy Families (TANF) program.6
Additional TANF funds—almost certainly
over $1 billion—have been used by states to

Our laws should provide a legal framework for people who want to marry,
but marriage shouldn’t be the only option for people in close relationships
of care and commitment.

THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM
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reduce “out-of-wedlock” births and promote
marriage and two-parent families.7 As we
show, these efforts have failed, but the use
of TANF funds for marriage promotion
continues.
In the final case study, we discuss the dual
legacy of the Marriage Equality movement.
The movement succeeded in extending
marriage rights to same-sex couples, but it
did not challenge the way in which marital
relationships are systematically privileged
over other equally valid relationships that
deserve respect and recognition.
In the report’s conclusion, we argue for a new
consensus around a set of principles and a
policy agenda that promote “family justice.” A
family-justice consensus would reject the idea
that families and relationships can or should
be ranked from best to worst based on their
structure. Instead it respects the equal value
and legitimacy of different kinds of family
arrangements and believes the legal rights,
benefits, and privileges of marriage should be
available to unmarried people as well.
The core values of family justice include
equality, autonomy, interdependence,
and care. Equality requires the reduction
of social and economic inequality within
relationships and between family types, as
well as legal equality among different types
of families and relationships. Autonomy
requires making it possible for people
to freely choose their relationships and
family types—including, but not limited
to, marriage—by reducing structural and
other barriers that stand in their way.
Interdependence means acknowledging we
all are interconnected and dependent on
countless other people (not just ones to whom
we are biologically related or with whom we
have a legally recognized relationship). And
care requires acknowledging all the ways that
these different forms of relationships are
supportive and meaningful, and the positive
impact they can have on our lives and wellbeing.
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

Family justice builds upon, and is indebted
to, the work of at least three major groupings
of activists and theorists: 1) the reproductive
justice framework developed by a visionary
group of Black women more than two
decades ago, 2) the strategic vision proposed
by LGBTQ+ activists and allies in their
2006 statement Beyond Same-Sex Marriage:
A New Strategic Vision for All Our Families and
Relationships,8 and 3) the work of advocates
and intellectuals, including legal theorists,
sociologists, and philosophers.

A new family-justice consensus
will require both cultural and
policy change.

Like the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender activists and allies who drafted
the Beyond Same-Sex Marriage statement,
family justice advocates seek “recognition and
respect for our chosen relationships, in their
many forms.…”9 Like reproductive justice,
family justice is not simply “pro-choice”
when it comes to questions of family and
relationships. Family justice, like reproductive
justice, focuses on the ways that “laws,
policies, and public officials punish or reward”
different groups of people differently.10
In practical terms, a new family-justice
consensus will require both cultural and
policy change. Necessary culture change
involves increasing public acceptance
and understanding of family diversity,
and rejecting marriage fundamentalism.
Necessary policy change includes reforming
public policies to promote and support
equality, autonomy, interdependency and
care regardless of family type. Where legal
benefits, privileges, and rights are limited to
married couples only, family-justice advocates
should ask whether the limitation makes
sense given the goals of the law, and whether

8
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the denial of benefits to people in various
other non-marital relationships is fair.
At the same time, family justice would seek
to reform and repeal laws, policies and social
norms that stand in the way of people having
the families and relationships they want.

THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

In short, family justice requires bringing elite
opinion and public policy in line with what
most people already believe: that married
couples are no more worthy of recognition
and support than unmarried individuals, and
that marriage is only one of many paths to
family.

9
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CHAPTER 1

The Rise of the
Unmarried Majority
In this chapter, we document the rise of the unmarried majority.11 Despite
this demographic change and broad public acceptance of it, a long list of
legal rights, benefits, and privileges available to married people remain
unavailable to those who are not married.

48%

households that include
a married couple, 2018

THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM
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The Married Couple Household is
No Longer Dominant Demographically
For most of U.S. history, married-couple
households have dominated demographically.
In the 1800s, more than four out of every five
households included a married couple.12 In the
1900s, the married share remained at roughly
80 percent, until the early 1950s when, as
shown in figure 1, it began a long descent.
In 2010, the percentage of households with

married couples fell below 50 percent for
the first time. Today, it’s at 48 percent. Some
of this decline is due to the increase in oneperson households. But even if we look at
individual adults (instead of households), the
share who are married has fallen by over 20
percentage points since 1960, and is hovering
around 50 percent today.13

The Increase in Unmarried Partnerships
In 2018, 18.7 million adults—about 7.5 percent
of adults living in the United States—lived
with an unmarried partner.14 The Census
Bureau didn’t ask direct questions identifying
all unmarried couples who lived together
until 2007. Between just 2007 and 2018,
the number of such couples increased by
5.2 million. Using statistical methods to get
around the data limitations in earlier surveys,
researchers at the Census Bureau have
estimated that the percentage of households
that include unmarried couples increased
from 1.5 percent in 1977 to 4.8 percent in 1997.15
Roughly half of unmarried people living
together are young adults (age 18-34), but the
share of people living as unmarried couples is
on the rise across the entire age distribution.
For example, among people age 55 and older,
the number of people living in an unmarried
couple has doubled over just the last decade
(to 3.2 million in 2018).

THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

FIGURE 1

Percentage of Households that
include a Married Couple,
1949-2018.
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
1949 1960 1970 1980 2000 2010

Source: Table HH-1 of U.S. Census Bureau,
Historical Household Tables, November
2018, available at: https://www.census.
gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/families/
households.html.
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The Unmarried Half of the Adult Population
There are nearly 126 million unmarried adults in the United States.16
They are a diverse group:
Age
44.4 percent of unmarried adults are between ages 18-34; 25.4 percent are between 35-54; and
30.2 percent are age 55 or over;

Race and Ethnicity
58.1 percent of unmarried adults are White, non-Hispanic; 17.1 percent are Black; 4.7 percent are
Asian or Pacific Islander; 1 percent are American Indian or Alaskan Native; and 3 percent are
multiracial. Some 17.3 percent of unmarried adults are Hispanic (across all race categories);

Ever Married

61 percent of unmarried adults have never been married; 12 percent are widowed; and 27
percent are divorced or separated;

Presence of Minor Children

13.1 percent of unmarried adults live with one or more of their minor children (under age 18);

Highest Education Level
14.3 percent of unmarried adults (age 25 or older) lack a high school degree; 30.3 percent have
a high school degree; 29.8 percent have some post-secondary education, but not a four-year
degree; 25.6 percent have a BA degree or higher;

Immigrant Status
87 percent of unmarried adults are U.S.-born citizens; 13 percent are immigrants, about half of
whom are naturalized citizens.

THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM
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As with the married half of the adult
population, the unmarried half is comprised
of a wide range of adults in different life
stages and on different trajectories. Some will
go on to marry or remarry at some point in
their lives, while others will not.17
It’s important to recognize that the rise of
the unmarried majority is not a simple story.
Some unmarried or unpartnered people

want to be married or partnered.18 And even
unmarried couples sometimes feel trapped
in their relationships for financial or other
reasons.19 Moreover, as we discuss later in
this section, the poorly compensated and
insecure jobs available to many people in
today’s economy are hard on relationships
and families, and likely contribute to class
differences and income gradients in various
family indicators.

Family Diversity is the New Normal
for Children
For U.S. children, family diversity “is the new
normal.”20 As figure 2 shows, fewer than half
of U.S. children live with two parents in a first
marriage. Table 1 provides further detail of
living arrangements (although people who
are remarried are not split out separately).
Substantial numbers of children live with
both of their unmarried parents; many
single parents are in couples, particularly
single fathers. About 2.4 million children do
not live with either parent, but do live with
grandparents or other relatives.

on a daily basis.22 Among non-residential
fathers with children ages 5-18, about 16
percent talk to them on a daily basis. Research
also suggests that fathers’ direct involvement
in their children’s lives has increased over time
among both residential and non-residential
fathers.23

Across family types, grandparents and other
relatives may provide child care and make
other contributions to the household that
aren’t captured in this table. And two-parent
and coupled living arrangements differ by how
work, child care, and household duties are split
between the couple.

Moreover, a growing share of children live
in “binuclear” families in which they spend
substantial amounts of residential time
with each of their parents. Research using
court records from Wisconsin found that, in
2008, 45 percent of divorces involving minor
children resulted in parents sharing physical
custody. In 27 percent of all divorces involving
children, custody was shared on a 50-50 basis
between the parents. By comparison, in 1986,
only 8 percent of divorces involving children
resulted in shared custody.24

Where a child’s two parents do not live
together, the non-residential parent is often
stereotyped as “absent” and the child assumed
to be “fatherless” or “motherless.” This is
particularly the case for Black children.21 In
reality, many children who are categorized as
living apart from one of their parents have
strong connections with their non-residential
parents. For example, among fathers who do
not live with one or more of their children
under age 5, about 10 percent play with them

Wisconsin could be an outlier, and court orders
may not reflect how parenting time is actually
distributed over time between divorced
parents. But given changing social norms and
the adoption of laws favoring shared parenting
in a growing number of states, it seems
likely that shared parenting arrangements
are becoming common nationally. In 2012,
Statistics Sweden (Sweden’s official statistical
agency) conducted a national survey of
parents who do not live together.25 Unlike

THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM
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the Wisconsin study, Sweden’s survey was
not limited to divorced parents. The share of
children with parents who do not live together
is about the same as in the United States
(roughly one in four). Statistics Sweden found
that 35 percent of children whose parents do
not live together live alternately with each of
their parents for about the same amount of
time, a sharp increase from the 1980s.
Unfortunately, federal household surveys in

the United States, including the American
Communities Survey and the Current
Population Survey, always treat children
as residing in a single residence, even if
they spend equal amounts of time between
two parents who do not live together. In
addition to distorting public understanding
of parental involvement and children’s living
arrangements, this introduces considerable
bias into social science research on parenting
and child well-being.

FIGURE 2 & TABLE 1

Children by family living arrangement
Figure 2. For Children, Growing
Diversity in Family Living
Arrangements
% of children living with....

Married
Cohabitating

No Parents

#

(Thousands)

60.0%
3.3%

44,242
2,426

Biological / Adoptive Parent & Stepparent

Married
Cohabitating

1960
73%
61%
46%

Cohabitating
Parents
Single Parents

%

Two Biological / Adoptive Married Parents

Two Parents in
First Marriage
Two Parents
in Remarriage

Table 1. Percentage of
Children by Primary Living
Arrangement in 2017

1960

1980

2014

14%

16%

15%

9%
4%

7%
19%
4%

26%
5%

Source: Pew Research Center, Parenting
in American, December 2015, available
at: https://www.pewsocialtrends.
org/2015/12/17/1-the-american-family-today/.
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5.0%
0.6%

3,704
454

20.1%
2.6%

14,855
1,912

3.3%
1.0%

2,457
749

2.3%
1.0%

1,679
719

0.3%
0.3%

213
247

0.2%

124

One Parent

Mother Not Cohabitating
Mother Cohabitating
Father Not Cohabitating
Father Cohabitating
No Parents

Grandparent
Other Relatives (No Grandparent)
Nonrelative only-not foster care
Foster parent(s)
All other

Source: Table FAM1.B in Forum on Child and Family
Statistics, America’s Children in Brief: Key National Indicators
of Well-Being, 2018, available at: https://www.childstats.gov/
americaschildren/tables.asp.
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Most Americans
Accept Relationship
and Family Diversity
Americans’ attitudes about relationships and
family have become much more accepting over
time. In a 2018 Gallup Poll, the percentage of
Americans who said “having a baby outside
of marriage” was morally acceptable reached
a record high (65 percent, or 20 percentage
points higher than in 2002).26
Younger adults are more liberal on this and
other related issues. As Table 2 shows, the vast
majority of adults age 18-44, whether married
or unmarried, cohabiting or not, agree that it
is acceptable for unmarried couples and single
parents to raise children.27
But the attitudes of older adults have also
become more liberal over time. According to
Gallup’s polling, the percentage of adults over
age 55 who say it is acceptable to have a baby
outside of marriage increased from 29 percent
in 2002 to 57 percent in 2013.28

TABLE 2

Percentage who agreed or
strongly agreed with attitude
statements, among persons
aged 18–44 by current marital or
cohabiting status: United States,
2011–2015
It is okay to have and raise
children when the parents are
living together but not married

Currently cohabiting
Currently married
Unmarried, not cohabiting

90%
73%
81%

89%
73%
83%

86%
79%
84%

76%
73%
74%

It is okay for an unmarried
female to have and raise a child

Currently cohabiting
Currently married
Unmarried, not cohabiting

Source: Centers for Disease Control, using National
Survey of Family Growth, https://www.cdc.gov/
nchs/data/nhsr/nhsr111.pdf

Family Disparities
If anything, people in the diverse workingclass population hold more “traditional”
views on marriage than those with higher
incomes.29 But economic insecurity, inequality,
and misguided policies have shaped and
constrained family-related choices for many of
them. Differences in marriage and relationship
stability between social and economic classes
are not new; class gaps in marriage rates,
for example, were observed as early as the
late 1800s in the United States. As family
sociologist Andrew Cherlin has documented,
class gaps in marriage narrowed among white
men in the two decades after World War II as
marriage rates reached a historic peak.30 Since
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

then, as wage growth for men without college
degrees stopped in its tracks and earnings
inequality widened, marriage rates fell across
the board. For the bottom of the income
distribution, a decline in wages among service
workers is associated with a disproportionate
drop in marriage rates.
In recent research, Daniel Schneider, Kristin
Harknett, and Matthew Stimpson have found
that people in “less precarious jobs”—ones
that have standard work schedules and
provide fringe benefits—are more likely to
get married, and that much of the educational
gradient in marriage is explained by job
15
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quality.31 Similarly, in research drawing on
this view. For example, Alexandra Killewald
her extensive interviews with young workingand Ian Lundberg find that “observed wage
class people currently in their mid-20s to
patterns are most consistent with men
early 30s, sociologist Jennifer Silva discusses
marrying when their wages are already rising
how the decline of good union jobs and the
more rapidly than expected and divorcing
rise of poorly compensated service jobs have
when their wages are already falling with
impacted the relationships of working-class
no causal effect on wages.”35 Similarly, based
32
on their research, Volker Ludwig and Josef
young people. She writes: 				
		
Brüderl conclude that “arguments postulating
[These factors] made lasting marriages less
a wage premium for married men should be
attainable, exacerbating feelings of distrust or even
discarded.”36
fear about intimate relationships. Commitment,
Mass incarceration and mass deportation
rather than a hedge against external risks of the
actively separate families and weaken
market, becomes one demand too many on top
relationships; both have disproportionate
of the already excessive demands of the posteffects by race, ethnicity, and class. One out of
industrial labor force.
every two U.S. adults has had an immediate
family member incarcerated, and one in seven
Finally, as Paul Amato and his colleagues have
have had a close family member spend more
found, using two studies of marital quality
than one year in jail or prison.37 Even before
two decades apart: “lower levels of income,
the Trump administration, mass deportation
educational attainment, and occupational
was tearing families apart. In fact, more
prestige were associated with higher rates of
immigrants were deported annually during
marital problems, less marital happiness, and
the Obama administration (385,000 a year
greater instability.”33
on average) than so far during the Trump
Some marriage fundamentalists have argued
administration.38 The Trump administration,
that “marriage transforms”34 men’s finances
however, intentionally and recklessly used
by causing them to work harder and more, a
family separation as a weapon under a “zero
view they claim is supported by research. But
tolerance” policy.39
recent social science research does not support

The decline of good union jobs and the rise of poorly compensated service
jobs have impacted the relationships of working-class young people.

Our Laws and Policies Haven’t Kept Up
Despite the rise of the unmarried majority,
and broad public acceptance of it, a long list of
legal rights, benefits, and privileges available
to married people remain unavailable to
people who are not married, including to

THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

people in coupled relationships that are
otherwise similar to marriage. Moreover,
despite the evidence that economic inequality
and misguided policy have negatively shaped
and constrained family-related choices and

16
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relationship health and stability, little effort
has been made to fundamentally reform
economic and social policies in ways that
would promote family justice.
In 2004, the U.S. Government Accounting
Office identified over 1,000 provisions in
federal law alone that make benefits, rights,
and privileges contingent on marital status
or otherwise take marital status into
account.40 State and local laws also provide
rights, benefits and privileges on the basis of
marital status.
The list of such laws is far too long to include
in this report, but here are a few specific
examples involving federal law:41
Under the federal Family and Medical
Leave Act (FMLA), most employees have
the right to take job-protected leave to
care for a spouse, parent or child who has
a serious health condition. But employees
have no right under FMLA to take jobprotected leave to care for their unmarried
partners, close friends, or other people they
think of as family.
Social Security provides spousal and
survivor benefits that are not available
to unmarried partners. Various other
retirement and disability programs also
provide spousal benefits.
U.S. citizens can generally bring foreign
spouses to live with them in the United
States as lawful permanent residents
(LPRs), meaning they have the right to
work and live permanently in the United
States, and can obtain U.S. citizenship
within a few years. U.S. citizens cannot
bring unmarried partners to live with them
as LPRs, unless their partner is eligible for
an immigration visa under some other,
generally more restrictive, pathway (such
as being a refugee or qualifying for an
employment-based immigration visa).
Other examples include laws granting
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

automatic rights to make medical decisions on
behalf of a spouse, inherit a spouse’s estate in
the absence of a will, and take actions after a
spouse’s death as their next-of-kin; the ability
to refuse to testify against a spouse in a legal
proceeding, and the ability to file joint tax
returns.
In addition to rights and benefits provided by
federal, state and local governments, married
people are often eligible for benefits provided
by employers and other private entities. These
include employer-provided health insurance
that covers spouses and reduced car insurance
rates for married people.
Marriage also imposes legal duties, but these
mostly come into play when couples separate
or divorce. For example, one spouse may have
a duty to provide financial support to the
other spouse on a temporary or permanent
basis after separation and divorce. Moreover,
some public benefits treat married couples
as financially obligated to one another in
ways that affect their eligibility for benefits,
or the amount of benefits they are entitled
to receive. For example, under the rules
of Supplemental Security Income (SSI), a
disability-benefit program, two SSI-eligible
people who live together will generally receive
less in total benefits if they marry each other
than if they remain unmarried.42 That said,
these kinds of “marriage penalties” in public
programs are the exception rather than the
rule, and generally attributable to income and
asset tests that disproportionately exclude
households with two or more earners.43
Some argue that marriage is penalized in the
tax code, but in fact, more couples receive
marriage bonuses (pay less in taxes because
they are married) than are subject to marriage
penalties.44 And the greatest marriage bonuses
in the federal tax code (21 percent of a couple’s
income) are larger than the greatest marriage
penalties (12 percent of a couple’s income).45 A
single worker generally pays more income tax
than a married couple with only one worker
earning the same as the single worker. There
17
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is little evidence that marriage bonuses or
penalties impact couples’ decisions to marry.
The only real way to eliminate marriage
bonuses and penalties in the tax system would
be to move from joint to individual taxation
of income for all filers, as was the case in the
United States before 1948.46
In addition to the exclusion of unmarried
people from many important rights and
benefits, our economic and social policies have
failed to respond to change in other major
ways that have taken a toll on families and
relationships. Some examples:
The federal minimum wage ($7.25/hour for
covered, nonexempt workers) has not been
increased since July 2009, nearly a decade
ago.
Laws and norms tilt the playing field
against labor unions that provide

“increased income, regularity and stability
of employment, and fringe benefits”
associated with marriage.47
The child support system is overly
punitive and burdensome, especially in
its treatment of unemployed and poorly
compensated non-residential parents.
The United States has failed to enact federal
work-family policies, including paid family
leave, earned sick days, universal child
care, and flexible and predictable work
schedules.
To sum up, our laws and policies haven’t kept
up with the rise of the unmarried majority.
Systemic reforms are needed to ensure that
our laws recognize and support the full range
of close personal relationships that are central
to life today.

The Census Bureau’s Definition of Family is Too Restrictive
Official U.S. statistics typically track both “households” and “families”

house.hold

/’hous,(h)ōld/
A “household” is composed of one or more people who occupy a housing unit. Examples
include: an adult who lives alone; two or more adults who live together as roommates;
two adults who live together as domestic partners or spouses married to one another; and
siblings and other legally related family who live together.

fam.i.ly

/’fam(ə)lē/
The Census Bureau’s definition of “family” in the United States limits it to people “living in
the same household who are related to the householder by birth, marriage or adoption.”
Thus, unmarried couples who live together and consider themselves family are not counted
as such by the Census Bureau (unless they are both the parents of a child who lives with
them). This was not always the case. For example, the 1920 Census defined “family” to
mean “a group of persons, whether related by blood or not, who live together as one
household, usually sharing the same table. Earlier Censuses used a similar definition.
Source: David Pemberton, “Statistical Definition of ‘Family’ Unchanged Since 1930,” Random Samplings
(U.S. Census Bureau blog), January 28, 2015, available at https://www.census.gov/newsroom/blogs/randomsamplings/2015/01/statistical-definition-of-family-unchanged-since-1930.html.
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CHAPTER 2

A Short History
of Marriage
Fundamentalism
In response to the rise of an unmarried majority and social movements of
the 1960s, conservative foundations have funded a culture war to promote
what we call “marriage fundamentalism.”48 This chapter outlines the beliefs
at the core of marriage fundamentalism, discusses the rise of new rightwing organizations dedicated to promoting it, and describes how marriage
fundamentalists falsely claim scientific consensus supports their views.

1970s

Right-wing Christian
Ministries and think tanks
emerge to promote narrow
and exclusive concept of
“traditional” fami ly
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Defining Marriage Fundamentalism
At the core of marriage fundamentalism is the
idea that a family composed of a man and a
woman in their first marriage is “the best” or
“ideal” type of family, especially for children.
Superlatives like “best” and “greatest” abound
in arguments that marriage fundamentalists
make for the superiority of marriedcouple families. According to the Heritage
Foundation, marriage is “society’s best way
of ensuring the well-being of children,”49
“America’s greatest weapon against child
poverty,”50 and the “safest place for women
and children.”51 W. Bradford Wilcox of the
American Enterprise Institute calls marriage
the “gold standard” for love and family.52
In public debates, marriage fundamentalists
typically stress the importance of marriage
for the well-being of children, but they also
see it as the best or ideal arrangement for
adults, and for society as a whole. According
to the Family Research Council, marriage is
“the foundation of civilization, the seedbed of
virtue, and the wellspring of society.”53
Consistent with this line of thinking, marriage

Marriage fundamentalists say it
is morally wrong for women to
have children before marrying.
An unmarried woman who has
a child is viewed as having
made an intrinsically bad
choice.

fundamentalists believe that poverty and
other economic risks are largely avoidable
today if people stop making “bad choices.”54
In particular, marriage fundamentalists say it
is morally wrong for women to have children
before marrying. An unmarried woman
who has a child is viewed as having made an
intrinsically bad choice.
Finally, for many marriage fundamentalists,
there is no real family without marriage. As
the Family Research Council puts it, “properly
understood, ‘families’ are formed only by ties
of blood, marriage, or adoption….”55

The Rise of New Right-Wing Institutions
Promoting Marriage Fundamentalism
A network of right-wing Christian ministries
pushing to narrowly define the concept of
family emerged in the 1970s in response to
the rise of second-wave feminism, and to
concerns about its impact on changing roles
for women in society, as well as in opposition
to the growing movements for LGBTQ+
rights. These organizations were formed to
push conservative Christian viewpoints that
value heterosexual marriage over all other
relationships. This new wave of conservative
organizations coalesced behind the goal of
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elevating “traditional” family and gender
roles, of which marriage was a key piece. This
included evangelical parachurch organizations
like Focus on the Family (established in 1977),
the American Family Association (est. 1977),
and the Family Research Council (est. 1983).56
Over the same period, new right-wing think
tanks such as the Heritage Foundation (est.
1973) and the Manhattan Institute for Policy
Research (est. 1977) came together, united
by a mission to pursue conservative cultural
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and economic concerns, including those that
upheld the dominance of the “traditional”
family.57 Over the last two decades, several
smaller think tanks and institutes have been
founded, including the Institute for American
Values (est. 1988), the Witherspoon Institute
(est. 2003), the National Marriage Project
(est. 1997 at Rutgers University, and at the
University of Virginia since 2009) and, most
recently, the Institute for Family Studies and
the Austin Institute for the Study of Family
and Culture in Austin, Texas (both est. 2013).
Some of these institutes are closely related.
For example, W. Bradford Wilcox, a sociology
professor at the University of Virginia, is the
Director of the National Marriage Project, a
Visiting Scholar at the American Enterprise
Institute, and is a Senior Fellow at the Institute
for Family Studies.58
Older, more establishment think tanks
have also funded the work of marriage
fundamentalists. The American Enterprise
Institute (est. 1938), a business-oriented
think tank that had traditionally focused on
economic policy, brought on the controversial
right-wing author Charles Murray in the
1990s, after he was pushed out by the
Manhattan Institute.59 Writing as an AEI fellow
in 1993 in the Wall Street Journal, Murray
contended that “illegitimacy is the single most
important social problem of our time,” one that
could only be solved by ending “all economic
support for single mothers” and making “an
illegitimate birth the socially horrific act it
used to be….”60
At the Brookings Institution (est. 1916), the
Center on Children and Families brought
together former Clinton administration
official Isabel Sawhill and former Republican
House staffer Ron Haskins, who moved
marriage promotion to the forefront of the
Center’s work. Both have prioritized marriage
promotion and proposed “making marriage
and work a condition for receiving more
types of [government] assistance” as part
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Institutions Promoting Marriage
Fundamentalism include:
Religious-Right / Evangelical
Organizations
Focus on the Family
Family Research Council
American Family Association
World Congress of Families
National Organization for Marriage

Think Tanks and Academic
Institutes
Heritage Foundation
Manhattan Institute
American Enterprise Institute
Witherspoon Institute
Brookings Institution
National Marriage Project
Institute for American Values
Institute for Family Studies
Austin Institute for the Study of Family
and Culture

of their plan to “end poverty and welfare.”61
Along with William Galston, who is also
at Brookings, Sawhill and Haskins have
frequently highlighted the “success sequence,”
a repeatedly debunked and deceptive formula
with right-wing origins that purports to prove
that marriage is central to reducing poverty.62
Major funders of right-wing marriage
fundamentalism include the Lynde and Harry
Bradley Foundation and The John Templeton
Foundation.63 The Bradley Foundation
has funded nearly all of the conservative
groups noted above, as well as the National
Organization for Marriage (an activist group
founded in 2007 to oppose same-sex marriage
and protect the “natural family”) and the
World Congress of Families (founded in 1997
to promote “the natural family worldwide”).64
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In recent years, the Templeton Foundation has
funded AEI, the Manhattan Institute, and the
Brookings Institution.
At the same time, it is important to
acknowledge that major foundations typically
viewed as mainstream, and even liberal, have
also funded work in this area, particularly
work related to “responsible fatherhood.”65
For example, the Annie E. Casey Foundation
made substantial investments in “responsible
fatherhood and marriage,” and has been a
major supporter of Haskins’ and Sawhill’s

work at Brookings.66 Both the Ford Foundation
and Annie E. Casey Foundation funded a joint
AEI-Brookings “consensus” report published
in 2016 that called for a mass media campaign
to promote marriage.67 Like similar products
promoted as representing a Washington
consensus, the “consensus” was actually
among a very select “working group.” In this
case, a 15-person group composed of 11 White
men, three White women, and one Black man;
only two members, both White men, were
under the age of 50.

How Marriage Fundamentalists Have
Weaponized Social Science to Fight
Culture-War Battles
Marriage fundamentalists typically make
sweeping, misleading statements about the
extent to which social science supports their
two core claims: 1) that two parents in a first
marriage are the “best” family for children; 2)
that any sensible approach to reducing poverty
must increase marriage, particularly among
working-class people.
Examples of such wrongheaded, and typically
hyperbolic, statements include:
“the negative consequences of an out-ofwedlock birth on the mother, the child, the
family, and society are well documented”
(Section 101 of the Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act
of 1996, the federal law typically referred to
as “welfare reform”);
“in 1994, sociologists Sara McLanahan
and Gary Sandefur published Growing Up
with a Single Parent, after which it was nearly
impossible to deny that there were serious
costs to single parenting” (Ron Haskins,
Brookings Institution);68
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“Robert Rector … has conducted research
that reveals the miraculous impact that
parental marriage alone can have on
eliminating poverty for a child” (Rebecca
Hagelin, The Heritage Foundation);69
“if you don’t do these three things
[including “get married before you have
children”] you’re 38 times more likely to end
up in poverty” than people who do all three
things and “married moms and dads are
the pillars of strong communities raising
good citizens” (Rick Santorum at the 2012
Republican National Convention);70
marriage is “the greatest tool to lift people,
to lift children and families, from poverty”
(Sen. Marco Rubio)71
“married with kids versus unmarried
with kids is the difference between living in
poverty and not” (Sen. Rand Paul).72
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Claims like these are often paired with
language suggesting that liberals who disagree
are being hypocritical or inconsistent, and
emotional rather than rational. Drawing a
parallel with climate science, W. Bradford
Wilcox calls people “family-structure
denialists” if they disagree with marriage
fundamentalists’ claims of scientific
consensus on marriage, or otherwise
“minimize or deny the importance of
marriage and family structure.”73
Some prominent liberal and centrist
journalists have even made statements that
seem to align in part with the spirit of these
claims, although typically in a more muted
fashion. For example, William Galston, a
former Clinton administration official and
Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution, has
claimed that “the intact two-parent family is
best suited” to the task of “raising children
who are prepared … to take their place as
law-abiding and independent members of
their community, able to sustain themselves
and their families and to fulfill their duties as
citizens.”74 David Leonhardt of the New York
Times has claimed that “the evidence, when
viewed objectively, points strongly to the
value of two-parent households....”75 Since no
one is claiming that two-parent households
lack “value,” this is a euphemistic way of

saying two-parent households are “the best”
household type for children.
Similarly, Matthew Yglesias of Vox has written
that “we really do have a lot of studies on
this subject [whether two-parent families are
the best family type] ... and they very much
suggest a causal effect.”76 To be fair to Yglesias,
he has also correctly noted that “[i]t’s true
there is a lot of very persuasive observational
data to indicate that children raised by
stable, loving couples end up better off than
children whose family lives are disrupted by
divorce or breakups. But what we don’t see is
the aggregate increase in children borne by
unmarried women leading to bad aggregate
outcomes.”77 In fact, as Yglesias goes on to
note, “the current generation of teenagers is
the best-behaved on record” and high school
graduation rates have risen steadily in recent
decades.
In the next chapter, we argue that liberals
and centrists should reject marriage
fundamentalism, including the claims it
makes about there being scientific consensus
when it comes to marriage, children, and
poverty. In each of our four case studies, we
also highlight these and other dubious claims
made about marriage, children, and poverty.

Marriage fundamentalists typically make sweeping, misleading statements
about the extent to which social science supports their core claims.
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CHAPTER 3

Against Marriage
Fundamentalism
In this chapter, we argue for the rejection of marriage fundamentalism
on three grounds. First, it is inconsistent with core liberal, feminist and
multicultural values. Second, even if one believes that science should
trump these values, an objective evaluation of the evidence does not
support the contentions that the two-parent family (married or not) is
the superior family type for children. Finally, marriage fundamentalism
has caused, and continues to cause, considerable political, social, and
psychological harms without any offsetting benefits. Unmarried mothers,
Black women and men, and LGBTQ+ people are among the most
harmed.
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Values
Marriage fundamentalism is at odds with core
liberal values. Most liberals value both liberty
and equality. They are generally opposed to
stereotyping and discrimination on the basis
of race, gender, sexual orientation, disability,
religion, and various other characteristics,
including both innate and acquired
characteristics. Liberals generally support a
strong separation of church and state, and do
not think that government should privilege
or promote a particular way of life based
on religious doctrine or other prescriptive
philosophies of life.78 They understand
that in a democratic, multicultural society,
“citizens will come to affirm different and
incompatible” sets of beliefs about what it
means to live a “good” life.
These liberal commitments have been
central to the undoing of laws, norms,
and beliefs that sanctioned discrimination
based on race, gender, sexual orientation,
disability, and parental marital status. This
puts contemporary liberals at odds with
marriage fundamentalism, which, as a
historical matter, has been used to publicly
justify discrimination on the basis of marital
status and argue for government-imposed
restrictions on the freedom of intimate
association.79 It also promotes a particular
way of family life based on religious doctrine.
Thus, as political theorist Iris Marion Young
has argued, liberals must reject the “moral
preeminence of the intact two-parent family”
and “affirm a plurality of family forms as valid
ways of life. By virtue of its structure, no one
family form is inherently better at realizing
the values of family life.”80
Historically, marriage fundamentalism has
reinforced discriminatory beliefs and actions
in a variety of ways. For most of its long
history, marriage was a patriarchal institution
used by men, the church and the state to
control populations, especially women and
marginalized people. In the words of family
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

Liberals must reject the “moral
preeminence of the intact
two-parent family” and “affirm
a plurality of family forms as
valid ways of life. By virtue of its
structure, no one family form is
inherently better at realizing the
values of family life.”
Iris Marion Young

law scholar Mary Ann Case, “marriage once
licensed a husband’s control over his wife,
her body, and the products of her labor, from
the children she bore to her earnings and
property.”81
For most of U.S. history, governments used
marriage prohibition and marriage promotion
as forms of social control. Under colonial
and state slave codes, slaves could not legally
marry. Colonial and state laws also prohibited
interracial marriage. Both sets of laws were
adopted to maintain and enforce White
supremacy. The federal government viewed
marriage promotion as a tool to “civilize”
Native Americans. This “‘civilizing’’ meant
“instituting faithful monogamous households,
turning Indian men into farmers …, and
urging Indian women toward norms of
modesty and domesticity.”82
After the end of the Civil War, freedpeople
could legally marry. But southern states also
passed laws “making cohabitation without
legal marriage a misdemeanor punishable
by fine.” The Freedmen’s Bureau “exhort[ed]
and assist[ed] freedmen and women into
25
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compliance, in some cases arresting
‘adulterers’ ….”83 According to legal scholar
Kathleen Franke “matrimonial laws and
norms” after the Civil War “afforded African
American people social and economic benefits
that had been previously foreclosed to them,
but on the condition that African Americans
abide by the race- and gender-based rules of
bourgeois culture.”84
				
Of course, marriage has changed over the
years. During the 20th century, the ideal first
shifted from “institutional marriage … held
together by the forces of law, tradition, and
religious belief” to “companionate marriage.”85
In the late 1960s, the Supreme Court started
striking down laws that discriminated against
children born to unmarried mothers.86
At roughly the same time, states began
reforming their divorce laws in ways that
reduced legal barriers to exiting marriage.87
The Supreme Court struck down bans on
interracial marriage in 1967. In 1993, North
Carolina became the 50th state to criminalize
marital rape. In 2015, the Supreme Court
opened marriage to same-sex couples across
the United States. Today, the marital ideal
has arguably shifted from companionate
marriage to what Andrew Cherlin calls the
“individualized marriage.”88

Despite many positive changes to marriage,
marriage fundamentalists seem to pine for
the return of institutionalized marriage,
especially for the diverse working class,
and they continue to morally classify
parents based on their marital status. This
moral classification has spillover effects on
disadvantaged groups. The harms experienced
by them are attributed to their supposed
insufficient embrace of a marriage culture,
rather than choices made by policymakers to
reinforce inequality and discrimination.
The list of groups targeted as failing to live up
to marriage fundamentalists’ ideal is a long
one that includes Black people, unmarried
mothers, LGBTQ+ people, struggling workingclass people of all races and ethnicities, and
people who receive Medicaid, SNAP, and other
social assistance. According to the story told
by marriage fundamentalists, these groups
are more likely to include people who make
“bad choices” and who are deficient as a matter
of “culture” and “character.”89 Even if many
marriage fundamentalists have come to accept
same-sex marriage, it is hard to imagine them
accepting the idea of unmarried same-sex
families.

U.S. poverty really is due to bad choices, specifically the bad choices made
by U.S. policymakers that end up putting Americans at much greater risk of
poverty if they are not married, lose a job, or lack a high school or college
degree.

Science
As religious and cultural justifications for
marriage waned, marriage fundamentalists
turned to science for proof that married,
two-parent families are the best kind of
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

family for children. A common claim is that
there is scientific consensus or overwhelming
evidence on the superiority of married, twoparent families for children. As we noted
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in Chapter 2, these claims typically sound
like the following one, made by Focus on the
Family: “Children do best when raised by
their biological, married mother and father.
It’s more than just an opinion: Decades of
social research demonstrate this outcome.”90
For some liberals, these dubious scientific
arguments for marriage fundamentalism even
trump the fact that it is inconsistent with their
values.
It is true that there are “decades of social
research” on family structure and child wellbeing. It is not true that there is scientific
consensus on the causal relationship between
family structure and child well-being. In
fact, as we discuss below, the evidence from
rigorous research is far too mixed to support
such claims as a matter of science, and where
research is suggestive of a causal effect,
it tends to be small and comes with many
complications that do not support the simple
story told by marriage fundamentalists.

The Common-Sense Theory Behind
Married Two-Parent Family Superiority
for Children is Weak
While there may be “Common-sense” reasons
to think two-parent families are superior to
single-parent families, there are also plenty
of countervailing common-sense reasons
to think one’s optimal family type depends
on individual characteristics, personalities,
habits, and many other factors that vary
considerably among individuals. Perhaps
most importantly, every day, married and
unmarried parents decide to stop living
together for very good reasons, like not being
happy together.91 There is little reason to
think that keeping people together under the
same roof, contrary to their preferences to
live separately, will improve the well-being of
children who live with them.
While there is little question that a second
parent and other non-parental adults can
make positive differences in children’s
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lives, this involvement does not depend on
marriage or everybody living under the same
roof. Of course, strong empirical evidence
can overcome weak theory. But, as we detail
below, the empirical case for marriage
fundamentalism is also weak.

No Scientific Consensus on Two-Parent
Family Superiority for Children Based
on Empirical Research
Several organizations and scholars have
conducted large-scale literature reviews
and meta-analyses of research on the causal
impact of family structure on child wellbeing. Over the last decade, the organizations
conducting reviews include the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) and the United Kingdom’s
Department of Children, Schools and Families
(UK DCSF), as well as U.S. and European
scholars. We detail the key findings from all
of these reviews and meta-analyses in the
Appendix to this report.
The OECD review is the most comprehensive
of the review studies in terms of analysis and
conclusions. It takes into account both prior
meta-analyses conducted by U.S. researchers
(and mostly focused on U.S. research),
conducts a new meta-analysis of non-U.S.
research, and conducts a narrative review of
the more limited body of research that uses
more sophisticated approaches to obtaining
information on causality.
The overall conclusion of the OECD report
is “that the literature on the effects of sole
parenthood on child well-being, while
extensive and growing in sophistication,
lacks a clear consensus on the existence of a
causal effect. That any such effect is small is a
conclusion which can be asserted with more
confidence.”92 As we detail in the Appendix,
the other reviews further support the OECD’s
conclusion.
One other review by Härkönen, Bernardi,
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and Boertien, detailed in the Appendix, is
worth highlighting here because it discusses
the heterogeneity of effects (differences by
race, sex, and other factors) found in the
literature.93 (That said, they do not attempt to
reach any conclusions whether these effects
are causal.) Much of the public debate over
family structure, from the Moynihan Report
onward, has focused on Black Americans.
But according to Härkönen, Bernardi, and
Boertien, the evidence of family structure
effects is “weaker in groups in which parental
separation and single motherhood are more
common” (including Black Americans in the
United States).
Similarly, marriage fundamentalists often
claim that boys are particularly harmed if they
do not grow up under the same roof as their
biological fathers.94 But Härkönen, Bernardi,
and Boertien conclude that gender differences
in effects are modest at most.
Härkönen, Bernardi, and Boertien also
question the extent to which family change
contributes to social inequality. According
to the “diverging destinies” thesis, which has
received considerable media attention in the
United States and is often cited by marriage
fundamentalists, “socioeconomically uneven
family change” will reduce children’s social
mobility. But as Härkönen, Bernardi, and
Boertien note, “if the effects [of family
structure] are nil or weak, it does not matter
who lives in which kind of family.”

Social Science Does Not Support the
Idea that Increasing the Marriage Rate
is Necessary to Reduce Poverty
Marriage fundamentalists often imply that
few married people are poor. Yet, 55 percent
of people in low-income families with
children—nearly 28 million Americans—live
in married households.95 And more than
half of the people—57 percent—who receive
benefits from Medicaid, SNAP, and other
major means-tested benefits live in married
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families; another 12 percent are in unmarried
(cohabiting) couples.96
A closely related claim is that increasing the
marriage rate and reducing nonmarital births
are necessary to reduce the U.S. poverty rate.
This is not true. As social scientists David
Brady, Ryan Finnigan, and Sabine Hübgen
have documented, “single motherhood is not
the reason we have unusually high poverty
in the United States, compared with other
rich democracies.”97 People in single-mother
households account for a relatively small
share of the U.S. population (about 9 percent
in their research) and most low-income people
do not live in single-mother households. As
a result, even if we were somehow able to
substantially reduce the percentage of people
in single-mother households, they show that it
would have hardly any impact on our poverty
rate. In fact, even if the number of singlemother families dropped to zero in the United
States, our poverty rate would only be about
1 percentage point lower (14.8 percent rather
than 16.1 percent in their figures for 2013).
Brady and his colleagues also document how
our policy choices increase the risk of poverty
for single parents and other groups, compared
to other countries. In 16 of the 29 countries
included in their study, single-mother
households are no more likely to be poor than
other households. By contrast, Japan and the
United States impose the greatest poverty
penalties for single motherhood.98 In the end,
it turns out that U.S. poverty really is due to
bad choices, specifically the bad choices made
by U.S. policymakers that end up putting
Americans at much greater risk of poverty if
they are not married, lose a job, or lack a high
school or college degree.

Marriage Fundamentalists Make
Extremely Selective Use of Science
Marriage fundamentalists make extremely
selective use of science, which includes
ignoring research on child well-being that
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contradicts their underlying belief system.
Perhaps the best example of this ideological
selectivity is that marriage fundamentalists
have little to say about other key aspects of
family structure, particularly the number of
children in a family.
The main reason marriage fundamentalists
give for the supposed scientific superiority of
the married family—that they have more time
and money than a single-parent family—also
applies to the number of children in a family.
Each additional child in a household imposes
additional time and money costs (and other
potential complexities of daily living) without
bringing in any income. By the time-andmoney logic of marriage fundamentalism,
this should mean that the one-child family is
superior to the multiple-child family when
it comes to child well-being, and the good of
society.
This lack of attention by marriage
fundamentalists is not due to a lack of
scientific research on the topic. There is in
fact a large body of social science on the
effects of sibling configuration (a term that
encompasses number of siblings, child
spacing, position in the age hierarchy of
siblings, sex composition and other aspects).
In her 1989 book, Family Size and Achievement,
sociologist Judith Blake concluded that “single
children and those from two-child families
were better educated and more successful
than those from larger homes, where parents
had less time and money to invest in each
child.”99 In a 2002 review of the evidence, Lara
Carr Steelman and her three co-authors state
that the “evidence of a negative relationship
between size of sibling group and academic
success, at least in the United States …
and Western Europe … has been virtually
unequivocal” and the “regularity of this
relationship is impressive.100
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The evidence for the negative effect of more
siblings on child outcomes appears to be
stronger than the evidence for the effect of
the number of parents they reside with. Yet,
the number of siblings rarely, if ever, comes
up in public debates about family structure
and child outcomes. Blake’s book won the
American Sociological Association Family
Section’s William J. Goode Book Award five
years before McClanahan and Sandefur’s
Growing Up with a Single Parent: What Hurts,
What Helps.101 Yet it is largely unknown today,
even as McClanahan and Sandefur’s book
continues to be regularly cited. There are no
articles in conservative journals with titles
like “Sibling configuration matters—science
proves it” or “Sibling size, parenthood and
public policy,” and marriage fundamentalists
have not proposed adding “have no more than
one or two children” to the success sequence.
A likely explanation for this lack of attention
to scientific evidence on sibling configuration
is that marriage fundamentalists have strong
beliefs and values about the importance of
marriage (independent of what science has to
say about it), but do not have strong beliefs and
values that are consistent with what science
seems to say about sibling configuration.
Some marriage fundamentalists believe,
partly based on religious doctrine, that
both marriage and having large numbers of
children are good.102 They may also be more
sensitive to stigmatization based on large
family size than to stigmatization based on
being an unmarried parent.103 Yet, if they
were being consistent, they would be more
sensitive about how their beliefs lead to the
stigmatization of unmarried parents and
their children. Instead they imply that the
harms caused by growing up with unmarried
parents are so great that they outweigh any
concerns about stigma or other harms caused
by marriage fundamentalism.
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Harm
In addition to its illiberal values and the lack
of scientific consensus in support of its core
claims, marriage fundamentalism causes
concrete political, social and psychological
harms. Unmarried mothers, Black women
and men, and LGBTQ+ people are among
the groups that have been most harmed by
marriage fundamentalism.

Policy Harms
As we detailed in Chapter 2, marriage
fundamentalism has produced a vast system
of federal, state, and local laws that provide
legal rights, benefits, and privileges to married
people, while denying many of these same
rights, benefits and privileges to unmarried
people.
This is not simply due to policy choices
that happened far in the past. Marriage
fundamentalism continues to shape federal
law and policy in harmful ways.104 In
Chapter 6, we discuss what is arguably the
most recent harmful example at the federal
level in the United States—how marriage
fundamentalism drove the repeal of the Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
program and the establishment of marriage
promotion as explicit federal policy. As we
show in that chapter, marriage promotion has
failed, while diverting public resources from
effective social assistance programs.
At its core, marriage fundamentalism justifies
inequality, poverty, and hierarchy as the
natural outcome of “bad choices” and “bad
cultures.”105 As a result, it inevitably ends up
attributing social problems to individuals
and groups who are disadvantaged. As
long as systemic economic problems like
family poverty are attributed to so-called
bad choices like not getting married, then
the only solution is to increase marriage by
force, persuasion or other means. Alternative
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solutions, like changing policies to create a
more equitable economy or a stronger social
security system, are routinely dismissed.106
The most extreme marriage fundamentalists,
like AEI’s Charles Murray, view progressive
policy as inevitably counterproductive. They
argue instead for the restoration of shame
and stigma, combined with wholesale repeal
of most social insurance and assistance
programs.107
Less extreme voices than Murray’s have
called for public media campaigns promoting
marriage—but these campaigns would
inevitably shame and stigmatize unmarried
people. In the AEI-Brookings report noted in
the previous chapter, the authors called for
a national campaign in which “presidents,
politicians, church leaders, newspaper
columnists, business leaders, educators, and
friends” come together to “emphasize the
value” of marriage, particularly for children.108
While the report didn’t explicitly call for
intentional shaming and stigmatization of
unmarried people, there can be little doubt
that a massive public campaign along these
lines would have that effect.109 Notably, one of
the members of the AEI-Brookings working
group, Robert Doar, who is now the incoming
President of AEI, used public dollars for a
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controversial public-shaming campaign
(targeted at young people) when he was
Commissioner of New York City’s Human
Resource Administration under Mayor
Michael Bloomberg.110
Another member of the working group,
Richard Reeves of the Brookings Institution,
wrote a New York Times op-ed supporting the
campaign and its use of public shaming.111 At
the same time, the Times published a powerful
op-ed opposing public shaming by Gloria
Malone, a young mother, college senior, and,
of course, not a member of the AEI-Brookings
working group. Malone explained how the
“bits of encouragement” she received kept her
going as a mother and student. By contrast,
“the blame, shame and stereotypes expressed
by so many others simply told [her] to give
up.”112

Gender Stereotyping
The majority of negative stereotypes
regarding unmarried parents are aimed at
women, particularly Black mothers, regardless
of social class, and working-class mothers of
all races and ethnicities. Unmarried mothers
are painted as irresponsible and promiscuous,
or as too undesirable to be able to find and
keep a (male) partner.113
Of course, gender stereotyping and
enforcement of hegemonic gender norms
harm both married and unmarried women
from all social classes and races. Because
gender stereotyping is grounded in the sexist
foundation that permeates our entire culture,
no mothers are truly exempted. But marriage
fundamentalism places a particularly intense
focus on unmarried women and marginalized
groups that include more unmarried women.
At times, marriage fundamentalism may
present itself as benevolent sexism, where
mothers are treated as better and more
special than fathers, having a unique and
irreplaceable bond with their children. On
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its face this may appear to elevate women’s
place in society. In reality it reinforces
notions that a woman’s place, and especially
a mother’s place, is within the married home.
The ideal mother is economically dependent
in whole or in part on her husband, who is
a “breadwinner.” The ideal mother puts the
needs of her family before her own individual
needs.
Marriage fundamentalism also stereotypes
and stigmatizes men who do not adhere to its
ideal. Unmarried fathers are assumed to be
completely “absent” or “missing” from their
children’s lives; married ones are assumed
to completely present in both financial
and emotional terms. The worst dad is the
“deadbeat dad” who is assumed to go to great
lengths to avoid providing any financial or
emotional support for their children. As
we discussed in Chapter 1, these kind of
stereotypes don’t reflect the reality of today’s
families and parents. Many non-resident
parents are present in their children’s lives
and not all married dads are emotionally
“present” despite co-residing with their
children.

Racial Stereotyping
Many of these stereotypes are highly
racialized for both men and women. The
stereotypes that have been applied to Black
women are particularly harsh.
The “welfare queen” idea is almost
always portrayed as an unmarried Black
mother.114 At the same time, some marriage
fundamentalists have attempted to racially
sanitize these stereotypes and labels
by applying them to White people too,
particularly unmarried, working-class White
people. For example, in his book Hillbilly Elegy,
the author and investor J.D. Vance wrote, “I
have known many welfare queens, some were
my neighbors, and all were White.”115 If by
“welfare queens,” Vance means people who
have received Medicaid, SNAP, and other
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benefits, he is probably telling the truth. But
if he means people who have lived a life of
luxury by receiving these benefits, he is almost
certainly lying.
Another stereotype is the Jezebel, which
paints Black women as “lascivious by
nature.”116 During slavery, the stereotype
was used “as a rationalization for sexual
relations between White men and Black
women, especially sexual unions involving
slavers and slaves.117 The “Sapphire” caricature
also portrays Black women as “rude, loud,
malicious, stubborn, and overbearing.”118
Black men in particular are portrayed in
stereotypes as either insincere lotharios who
breeze through women’s lives leaving a trail
of babies in their wake, or stereotypically
“idle” men who hang around on urban street
corners. In 2014, then-Speaker of the House
Paul Ryan tapped into this racist stereotype
when he claimed that:
We have got this tailspin of culture, in our inner
cities in particular, of men not working and just
generations of men not even thinking about
working or learning the value and the culture of
work, and so there is a real culture problem here
that has to be dealt with.119
As Rep. Barbara Lee noted, “when Mr. Ryan
says ‘inner city,’ when he says, ‘culture,’ these
are simply code words for what he really
means: ‘black’.”120
The conflation of unmarried fatherhood with
absentee fatherhood is particularly notable
when it comes to Black fathers. The trope
of the “absent Black father” has been used
to blame Black communities for everything
from poverty to crime to shootings by police
officers.121 High-profile promoters of these
tropes include Bill O’Reilly, Tomi Lahren, and
Sheriff David Clarke.
Black fathers are less likely to reside with
the children and their mothers than Whites
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or Latinos. Still, about 40 percent of Black
children live in a two-parent family, and
another 4.4 percent live with their father,
but not their mother.122 Moreover, Black
fathers who do not live with their children are
generally more likely to be involved with them
on a daily or otherwise regular basis.123

Marriage Fundamentalism Denies the
Reality of Positive Change and Moral
Progress
Negative stereotypes cause harm
to individuals and contribute to the
stigmatization of unmarried parents and
groups who are less likely to meet the
marriage-fundamentalist ideal. It is unfair
to hold families to artificial and often
unattainable standards, and it’s dangerous
to encourage people (especially women) to
stay in relationships that are not in their best
interests, and may be abusive.
While marriage fundamentalists paint the
long-term decline in marriage as a devastating
crisis without any upsides, the truth is that
the decline of marriage is reflective of many
positive changes. That women in the United
States are now relatively free to exit bad
marriages and relationships is a very good
thing, not an indicator of moral decline.124

One study found that women’s
suicide rates decreased
between 8 and 16 percent, and
domestic violence decreased
by 30 percent, in states that
made it easier to obtain a
divorce.122

More generally, as Matthew Yglesias has
noted, “the current generation of teenagers
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is the best-behaved on record” and high
school graduation rates have risen steadily
in recent decades.125 The crisis marriage
fundamentalists keep predicting hasn’t
happened.
Similarly, the phasing out of “illegitimacy”
laws in the 20th century and the fact that
women and men are able to be parents
without being married is a sign of moral
progress. The laws and norms that prohibited
and stigmatized unmarried motherhood are
directly responsible for the coerced mass
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separation of millions of children from their
birth mothers. In the 1950s and 1960s in the
United States, roughly one out of every four
children born to an unmarried mother was
adopted by non-relative adoptive parents (this
does not include those adopted by relatives of
the child).126 The 2012 discovery that hundreds
of children died at the Tuam Mother and Baby
Home in Ireland and were buried in a mass
grave is only the most recent reminder of the
historical horrors committed in the name of
marriage fundamentalism.127
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CHAPTER 4

Marriage
Fundamentalism and
the Moynihan Report
In 1965, the federal government released a report, The Negro Family:
The Case for National Action, written by Daniel Patrick Moynihan, a white
sociologist and political appointee at the U.S. Department of Labor.128 The
report was intended to garner support, including from President Johnson,
for the Labor Department’s view that a large-scale national jobs program
was needed to reduce high unemployment among Black men. To promote
this liberal goal, Moynihan focused the report on Black family structure,
which he placed at the heart of what he notoriously labeled a “tangle of
pathology” in the Black community.
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Like most liberal men during this period,
Moynihan accepted patriarchy as the normal
order of things, and the “male breadwinner”
family as the normal family type.129 As
he wrote in the report, American society
“presumes male leadership in private and
public affairs.”130 In particular, he claimed that
“matriarchy” in the Black community—“the
often reversed roles of husband and wife”—
was the fundamental barrier to racial equality.
To fix this perceived problem, he called for “a
national effort … directed toward the question
of family structure.”131 Unsurprisingly, the
reaction to the Moynihan report from civil
rights advocates, faith leaders, feminists, and
others was overwhelmingly negative, and the
White House quickly disowned it.
This paper isn’t the place to further rehash
the details of decades of debate about the
Moynihan report. Public intellectuals like
Ta-Nehisi Coates, Michelle Alexander, and
others have already spoken at length and
definitively about its failings.132 Coates, for
example, has detailed how the report was
rooted “in ugly assumptions in mid-20th
century sociology and psychology about
Black people in general and Black women in
particular” and contributed to the rise of mass
incarceration.133 Historian Daniel Geary’s
Beyond Civil Rights: The Moynihan Report and its
Legacy is, for now at least, the definitive booklength historical account of both the report

Fig. 3. The Moynihan Report, completed in March
of 1965.
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The Moynihan Report continues
to serve as a model for today’s
marriage fundamentalists,
despite its patriarchal
assumptions, divisiveness and
failure to bring about the liberal
policy reforms it was meant to
advance.

and the half century of public debate about
the report.134
For the purposes of our analysis, it is most
important to note how the Moynihan
Report continues to serve as a model for
today’s marriage fundamentalists, despite
its patriarchal assumptions, divisiveness
and failure to bring about the liberal policy
reforms it was meant to advance.
Like today’s marriage fundamentalists,
Moynihan deployed dubious statistics and
social science research to make hyperbolic
claims about marriage and family structure.
As Gareth Davies notes, “the report moves
uneasily between the academic and the
political worlds, claiming for itself scientific
justification, yet adopting the incautious tone
of a polemicist’s brief.”135 Moynihan seemed
to think that framing racial inequality as
a family-structure crisis would bring the
political right and left together around a
liberal national jobs program. But Moynihan’s
framing mostly just provided ammunition
to conservatives who opposed programs
he supported. For example, in a 1971 article
in The Atlantic, Irving Kristol, a prominent
neoconservative intellectual, cited the
Moynihan Report to advance the argument
that “welfare robs the head of the household
of his economic function, and tends to make
of him a ‘superfluous man’.”136
Even to this day, some prominent liberals
contend that “Moynihan was right” and
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Attempts to unite liberals and conservatives around “a national effort …
directed toward the question of family structure” are counterproductive,
divisive, and are inevitably used to justify discriminatory attitudes and
harmful policies.

that civil rights leaders, feminists, and
other critics of the report “made a historic
mistake” by not embracing it.137 But revisionist
accounts like these ignore the patriarchal
assumptions of Moynihan’s argument. As
Ta-Nehisi Coates has argued, the Report is “a
fundamentally sexist document that promotes
the importance not just of family but of
patriarchy, arguing that Black men should be
empowered at the expense of Black women.”138
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The lesson to take from the Moynihan report
today is not that “Moynihan was right” or
“well-intended” but that attempts to unite
liberals and conservatives around “a national
effort … directed toward the question of
family structure” are counterproductive,
divisive, and are inevitably used to justify
discriminatory attitudes and harmful policies.
This was already obvious in the 1960s; there
can be no question about it today.
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CHAPTER 5

Marriage
Fundamentalists’
Favorite Formula:
The Misleading
“Success Sequence”
In this chapter, we review the history of a deeply misleading formula—
most recently rebranded as the “success sequence”—that positions
marriage as being part of a three-fold life path that provides a nearguarantee that a parent’s income will never fall below the poverty line.139
Although often attributed to researchers at the Brookings Institution,
the “father” of the factoid is actually
controversial, right-wing writer Charles
Murray. It is important to debunk the
scientific pretensions of the formula and
understand where it comes from, but
ultimately the idea of a singular “success
sequence” needs to be rejected on
normative grounds as illiberal.
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How the Success Sequence Misleads
The “success sequence” purports to show
that people face almost no risk of poverty
if they finish high school, work full-time
continuously, and marry before having
children. For example, in 2009, Ron Haskins
and Isabel Sawhill of the Brookings Institute
claimed that families who stick to all three
“norms” have only a 2 percent chance of being
poor.140 As they put it, “adhering to all three
norms virtually eliminates the possibility of a
family living below the poverty line.” Norms is
an interesting word choice, since roughly half
of the U.S. adult population are not following
the norms of full-time year-round work (54
percent do not work or work less than fulltime year-round) or marriage (49 percent are
not married).141
Politicians have latched on to the success
sequence, including former Republican
Senator Rick Santorum142 and Senator Marco
Rubio (R-FL). In his 2017-19 budget, thenWisconsin Gov. Scott Walker even proposed
spending $1 million on a public messaging
campaign promoting it (see text box on
page 41). At the federal level, the Trump
administration is highlighting the success
sequence as something that “should give
[young people] hope”143 and has included it
as part of a renewed push for abstinence
education funding.144
The success sequence is an example of
ideological “mathiness.”145 It uses seemingly
precise numbers and complicated-looking
statistics (like the ones in the figures below)
in a misleading way to push a marriagefundamentalist agenda. The sequence sends
the message that complex social phenomena
(in this case poverty and income distribution)
are almost entirely determined by individual
behavior. According to the logic of the
sequence, people who do not or cannot make
the deeply personal decision to marry are
“norm violators” (as Sawhill and Haskins
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Fig. 4. Table from AEI report on success sequence.
The success sequence is commonly presented in
ways that imply it is an unquestionable scientific
fact rather than a normative prescription.

describe them) who have made “bad choices”
(as Wilcox puts it).146
Several journalists and national experts
have convincingly debunked the scientific
pretensions of the sequence. In 2015, Dylan
Matthews of Vox Media detailed many of the
misleading aspects of Sawhill and Haskins’s
version of the formula, noting that “there
are more poor people who followed all
three norms than none of them” and that
“describing full-time work as a ‘norm’ is
slightly bizarre, as plenty of people are out of
work despite wanting a job.”147
Subsequently, W. Bradford Wilcox and
Wendy Wang produced a new, even mathier
version of the sequence, a “millennial success
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The “Success Sequence” uses seemingly precise numbers and complicatedlooking statistics in a misleading way to push a marriage-fundamentalist
agenda, sending the message that complex social phenomena are almost
entirely determined by individual behavior.

sequence,” for the American Enterprise
Institute. In response, Matt Bruenig debunked
the AEI version.148 As Bruenig notes, “fulltime work is responsible for the low-poverty
results of the various Success Sequences.”
Marriage fundamentalists “realizing that
full-time workers are rarely in poverty, end
up advocating that ‘full-time work plus
their cultural preferences’ will get you out
of poverty. This is technically true, but only
because full-time work plus anything will
[often] get you out of poverty.”149

Fig. 5. Cover of The Millennial Success Sequence,
by Wendy Wang and W. Bradford Wilcox,
published by AEI and IFS.
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In other words, the sequence “proves” that if
you are an unemployed or underemployed
single person, adding an employed person to
your household will generally help boost your
standard of living. But this holds only if your
potential spouse or partner brings in enough
income to meet their needs, and has money
left over to meet some of yours. Typically, this
requires that person to work full-time, yearround in a job that pays several dollars more
an hour than the minimum wage.
In addition to misleading young people about
the role marriage plays in “success,” this
deceptive formula reinforces the mistaken
notion that few married people are poor
and that SNAP, Medicaid and other social
programs mostly support single parents. One
supporter claimed that “according to the social
science data, if these three fundamentals are
in place, government social policy is virtually
unnecessary.”150 The implication is that if
you do not follow all three steps the Success
Sequence prescribes, then any negative
economic scenario you find yourself in is
your own fault, and you are not deserving of
assistance or support.
As we discussed in Chapter 3, the implication
that married people are rarely poor, and that
marriage promotion must be included in any
strategy to reduce poverty, are false. Most
people in low-income families with children
live in married households, and more than
half of the people who receive benefits from
Medicaid, SNAP, and other major meanstested benefits live in married families.
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Gov. Scott Walker, the Bradley Foundation, and an Idea
Promoted by the Brookings Institution
In Wisconsin, a commission appointed by Republican Gov. Scott Walker recommended that Wisconsin
high schools teach and promote the Success Sequence.151 While initial media reports focused on
the Brookings Institution’s work promoting the Success Sequence, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
subsequently reported that the commission itself was bankrolled by the conservative Bradley
Foundation.152
In a companion piece, the Journal Sentinel reported that previously unreleased documents “show
the [Bradley Foundation] is working to duplicate its success in Wisconsin under Republican Gov.
Scott Walker, focusing on such swing states as North Carolina and Colorado.”153 According to the
news story, “the Bradley Foundation no longer simply favors groups promoting its signature issues:
taxpayer-funded school choice and increased work requirements for welfare recipients. It now
regularly funds nonprofits that are, among other things, hostile to labor unions, skeptical of climate
change or critical of the loosening of sexual mores in American culture.” In sum, it appears that
Bradley views the Success Sequence as an important part of a larger hard-right political agenda it is
pushing in the states.
In his 2017-2019 budget proposal, Gov. Walker proposed spending $1 million on a public messaging
campaign promoting the Success Sequence, which was described by proponents as “an idea
promoted by the Brookings Institution.” Ron Haskins of the Brookings Institution wrote an op-ed
published in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel supporting the campaign.154 Despite being controlled by
Republicans, the Wisconsin Legislature rejected the Governor’s proposal. However easy it is to pay
lip service to marriage with misleading formulas, it seems harder to convince state legislators, even
conservative ones, to use public funds to disseminate them.

The Right-Wing Origins of the
Success Sequence
The widespread perception that researchers
at the Brookings Institution discovered the
Success Sequence almost certainly reinforces
the idea that it deserves to be taken seriously
as a matter of social science. But this
perception is mistaken.
W. Bradford Wilcox describes the “success
sequence” as follows:
I think the idea of a success sequence has been
articulated by Ron Haskins and Isabel Sawhill at
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

the Brookings Institution. What they basically
say is, get your education, at least your basic
education completed, get a job, get married, have
kids in that order. And if you do that, your odds of
becoming poor—and of not climbing the ladders
of opportunities into middle class—are slim.155
In addition to Sawhill, a veteran of the Clinton
administration, and Haskins, a conservative
who was the lead GOP staffer on the 1996
welfare reform law, the Success Sequence is
sometimes attributed to William Galston,
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Part of the mythos of the
sequence is that it was
“discovered” by experts
working at a venerable liberal
think tank, rather than a
misleading formula developed
to promote a right-wing
agenda.

another Clinton veteran, who also works at
Brookings.156 In short, part of the mythos
of the sequence is that it was “discovered”
by experts working at a venerable liberal
think tank, rather than a misleading formula
developed to promote a right-wing agenda.
In our research, however, we traced the
sequence back to conservative Charles Murray
and a report, The New Consensus on Family and
Welfare: A Community of Self-Reliance, published
by AEI in 1987 and funded by the Bradley
Foundation and John M. Olin Foundation.157
The AEI report cites a paper it commissioned
from Murray in which he confidently
concluded that:
... the requirements for getting out of poverty in
the United States are so minimal that it takes
a mutually reinforcing cluster of behaviors to
remain in poverty, even for blacks and females.
The following activities are enough to ensure
permanent escape from poverty: (1) attending
public school and completing high school; (2)
finding a job and remaining with it; and (3)
avoiding out-of-wedlock births.158
So why do conservatives attribute the
sequence to the Brookings Institution
and Clinton administration veterans like
Sawhill and Galston? Our best guess is they
think the sequence would be more readily
embraced by public opinion if associated
with the Brookings Institution and former
Clinton officials rather than to a conservative
provocateur at a right-wing think tank who
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attributes racial inequality to genetics rather
than discrimination.159 And Murray’s bigoted
views about women (“no woman has been
a significant original thinker in any of the
world’s great philosophical traditions”158) and
particularly “single mothers” (“the dirty little
secret about [about single mothers] is that very
large numbers of them are rotten mothers”161)
certainly don’t help.
The father of the success sequence also holds
extreme right-wing views about social policy.
Notably, the AEI report was published three
years after Murray called for eliminating all
means-tested assistance and social insurance
programs (except unemployment insurance)
for working-age adults. In a 1993 Wall Street
Journal op-ed, he took aim at unmarried
women who have children, or in his words
“illegitimacy … the single most important
social problem of our time.”162 His proposed
solutions were characteristically cruel and
extreme: an “to end all economic support for
single mothers” and “make an illegitimate
birth the socially horrific act it used to be.”
Despite the extremist nature of Murray’s
op-ed, it “gained widespread and mostly
respectful attention at the time, including
from President Clinton.”163
A year later, in The Bell Curve, Murray and his
co-author Richard Herrnstein wrote that:
The United States already has policies that
inadvertently social-engineer who has babies,
and it is encouraging the wrong women.…The
technically precise description of America’s
fertility policy is that it subsidizes births among
poor women, who are also disproportionately at
the low end of the intelligence distribution. We
urge generally that these policies, represented by
the extensive network of cash and services for
low-income women who have babies, be ended.
The government should stop subsidizing births to
anyone rich or poor.164
In an April 2018 review of Murray’s work,
journalist Matthew Yglesias wrote:
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Murray’s ideas are plain wrong. Diversity is
demonstrably good for society and the economy,
not the reverse. Social programs can and do
improve lives. Murray’s influence has damaged
the interests of millions of people. Murrayism does
harm on an ongoing basis, and, far from having
been shut out of the discourse, it is at the heart of
the ideological agenda that currently governs the
United States.165
Murray’s pernicious ideas aren’t limited to
the success sequence, but the sequence is
reasonably thought of as the distilled essence
of a significant number of his fundamental
beliefs. As we discuss in Chapter 6, there is no
question that these ugly ideas—particularly
ones about “illegitimacy” and single
mothers—contributed to the fundamentally

A liberal, multicultural democracy
should not tell its citizens and
school children that basic
economic security depends
on pursuing a particular form
of family life and intimate
association.
flawed federal welfare reform legislation
passed in 1996. As Murray himself has noted,
“concern about the effects of nonmarital
childbearing provided much of the impetus
behind the welfare reform movement of
the 1990s in general and the 1996 act in
particular.”166

The Success Sequence is Illiberal
Ultimately, the success sequence should be
rejected not only because it’s a misleading
factoid masquerading as social science, but
because it promotes the illiberal idea that
there is one right way of life and one true
path to prosperity. It’s one thing to promote
public education—which is free for all and
is intended to help prepare young people
for civic participation, work, and a fulfilling
life (however they end up defining it). It’s
another thing to tell young people they must
marry before having kids in order to have a
successful life.
Unlike attending school, getting married
is a fundamentally personal decision that
one should not have to make in order to
avoid poverty. Moreover, despite being a
fundamentally personal decision, it is never
completely within one individual’s control.
Many people who would like to marry, or
remain married, are unable to do so for a wide
variety of reasons.
There is obviously nothing wrong with
individuals deciding to make marriage part
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of their life path, but a liberal, multicultural
democracy should not tell its citizens and
school children that basic economic security
depends on pursuing a particular form of
family life and intimate association.
Some may argue that promoting the success
sequence is consistent with liberal values
because it is simply a fact that married parents
are less likely to be poor than single ones. But
it is also a fact that people who do not have any
children at all are less likely to be poor than
people who have children, and that people
who have only one child are less likely to be
poor than people who have two children. Thus,
it would be easy to produce a mathy-looking
“no child” or “one child” version of the success
sequence that emphasized the importance of
limiting one’s family to one or no children to
be successful. But despite being statistically
correct, even most marriage fundamentalists
would agree that a “no-child” or “one-child”
version of the success sequence is illiberal and
not something that public institutions should
promote.
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A “Sequence” For Success?

How a deceptive formula for alleviating poverty with radical right-wing
roots became a mainstream idea
Most recently referred to as the “Success Sequence,” this three-part sequence for avoiding poverty
is unscientific (it’s been repeatedly debunked), illiberal (should one really have to marry to avoid
poverty?), funded by deeply conservative foundations, and it originated with Charles Murray,
a controversial right-wing figure. How did this harmful idea - which blames all hardship on bad
individual choices - get mainstreamed?

1987

AEI report by Charles Murray argues:
... the requirements for getting out of poverty
in the United States are so minimal that
it takes a mutually reinforcing cluster of
behaviors to remain in poverty, even for
Blacks and females. The following activities
are enough to ensure permanent escape
from poverty: (1) attending public school and
completing high school; (2) finding a job and
remaining with it; and (3) avoiding out-ofwedlock births.

1993

Charles Murray op-ed in the Wall Street
Journal calls for “ending all economic
support for single mothers” and making “an
illegitimate birth the socially horrific act it
used to be.”

2001

Heritage proposes: work, wedlock and
worship: “By every measure, marriage is
the healthy state for adults with children….
Children born and raised out of wedlock fare
[even] worse.”

2009

Ron Haskins and Isabel Sawhill of the
Brookings Institute rehash Murray’s formula
claiming that “people who stick to this
threefold life path have only a 2 percent
chance of being poor.”

1992

William Galston writes “a stable, two-parent
family is an American child’s best protection
against poverty” in Mandate for Change, a
“New Democrat” policy blueprint endorsed by
Bill Clinton.

1996

Welfare Reform repeals AFDC, creates TANF
block grant authorizing states to use funds
for “reducing out-of-wedlock birth” and
“promoting marriage.”

2002

Conservative James Q. Wilson writes that
“William Galston ... has pointed out that you
only need to do three things to avoid poverty
....” In an endnote, Wilson writes that “Galston’s
statement is based on facts drawn from
Charles Murray ...”

2017

W. Bradford Wilcox and Wendy Wang produce
a new version of the sequence, a “millennial
success sequence,” for AEI and Institute for
Family Studies.

Sources include: Heritage Foundation, Time for Instruction in the Three W’s, available at: https://www.heritage.
org/marriage-and-family/commentary/time-instruction-the-three-ws; The Marriage Problem: How Our Culture Has
Weakened Families, James Q. Wilson; Creating an Opportunity Society, Ron Haskins and Isabel Sawhill.
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CHAPTER 6

Policy Failure:
Temporary Assistance
to Needy Families
(TANF) and the
Healthy Marriage
Promotion Program
In this chapter, we discuss how marriage fundamentalism was written
into federal law through the creation of the Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families (TANF) block grant in 1996, as part of what is commonly
referred to as “welfare reform,” and the establishment of the “Healthy
Marriage Promotion” (HMP) program in 2005. As we document in this
chapter, some $1.2 billion in federal TANF funds have been dedicated
exclusively to marriage promotion by the federal government since
2006. This figure does not include the additional TANF funds—likely
also over $1 billion—that states have used to reduce “out-of-wedlock”
births and promote marriage and two-parent families. TANF and HMP are
among the foremost failures of marriage fundamentalist policy, but they
remain in place. These funds should instead be redirected to provide
direct financial assistance to struggling families.
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM
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Marriage Fundamentalism and Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF)
Initially established as part of the Social
Security Act of 1935, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) provided federal
funds to states for basic income assistance
to children. Initially, state participation in
the program was voluntary, and children
in two-parent families were ineligible for
assistance.167 States had the power to set
benefit levels, and most set them far below the
amount needed to meet basic needs.
Although the program was eventually
expanded to include two-parent families,
it imposed such punitive work-related
requirements that few married parents
actually received assistance. Until the 1960s,
many states and localities imposed additional
eligibility rules that “systematically excluded
African Americans and Mexican Americans”
from the program.168 Still, AFDC did ensure
a basic income floor for many low-income
children, and it was responsive to economic
downturns. When the child poverty rate
increased and more children became
eligible, federal funding to states increased
automatically. In the 1980s and early 1990s,
about four out of every five eligible families
received benefits.
Marriage fundamentalists have always argued
that providing basic assistance to children

undermines marriage and the patriarchal
family. The standard argument is that mothers
“become married to the welfare state and to
the U.S. taxpayer rather than to the fathers
of their children.”169 But in the large body of
social science research on this question, there
is little support for this notion.170 Regardless,
beginning in the 1960s and up until the repeal
of AFDC in 1996, marriage fundamentalists
attributed much of the decline in marriage,
especially among low-income and Black
women, to AFDC.
By the early 1990s, both the marriagefundamentalist argument that AFDC
undermined marriage and the closely related
argument that AFDC undermined work, were
widely accepted by Republicans and so-called
“New Democrats.” In his 1992 presidential
campaign, Bill Clinton embraced conservative
rhetoric about AFDC and pledged to “end
welfare as we have come to know it.”
Emboldened Congressional Republicans and
conservative Democrats, as well as moderate
Democrats fearful of looking “soft on welfare,”
repeatedly upped the ante by putting forward
AFDC reforms that grew increasingly
radical.171
Ultimately, President Clinton signed
a “welfare reform” bill crafted by a

The purpose of AFDC was to provide financial assistance to children so
that they can remain in their own homes. By contrast, three of the four
statutory purposes of TANF are attributable to the influence of marriage
fundamentalists: “ending the dependence of needy parents by promoting
… marriage”; preventing “out-of-wedlock” pregnancies (with no limitation to
unintended pregnancies); and “encouraging the formation and maintenance
of two-parent families.”
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Republican-controlled Congress that was
far more extremist and focused on marriage
fundamentalism than his original proposal.
The Personal Responsibility and Work
Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA)
dismantled AFDC and replaced it with the
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families
(TANF) block grant. In the same legislation,
Congress increased funding for abstinenceonly education, established a $100 million
“illegitimacy-reduction” incentive fund
for states, and vastly expanded the powers
available to law enforcement and child
support officers to collect child support from
non-custodial parents.172
Under TANF, states have no obligation
to provide monthly income assistance to
financially eligible families, and federal
funding for TANF has been frozen since
1996 at $16.5 billion a year. (Because it is not
adjusted for inflation, the value of the block
grant is 36 percent below its 1997 value.)173 The
purpose of AFDC was to provide financial
assistance to children so that they can remain
in their own homes. By contrast, three of
the four statutory purposes of TANF are
attributable to the influence of marriage
fundamentalists: “ending the dependence
of needy parents by promoting … marriage”;
preventing “out-of-wedlock” pregnancies (with
no limitation to unintended pregnancies); and
“encouraging the formation and maintenance
of two-parent families.”174 States can effectively
spend TANF funds on almost anything if they
can claim it is “reasonably calculated” to meet
one of these purposes.
As political scientists have documented, antiBlack racism and paternalism played a central
role in the passage of PRWORA.175 Both crime
and welfare had become “racially coded”
issues that activated White people’s racist
beliefs that Black people are lazy and immoral.
At the same time PRWORA was passed,
political scientist Martin Gilens published
research finding that “negative views of
Black welfare mothers are more politically
potent [than ones of White welfare mothers],
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

generating greater opposition to welfare…”176
In the battle over PRWORA, Black mothers
were used as symbols by the bill’s supporters,
including President Clinton. The most iconic
images are shown in Figures 6 and 7 below.
The first, the cover of the August 1996 issue of
The New Republic, which included an editorial
calling on President Clinton to sign PRWORA,
shows a profile of a Black woman smoking
while holding an infant who is looking into
the camera.
The second shows a smiling President Clinton
signing the PRWORA legislation with two
Black women by his side. The Black women in
the Clinton photo were meant to “symbolize
Black people taking ‘personal responsibility’
for their poverty.”177 In the mid-2000s,
journalist Jason DeParle interviewed one of
the women in the Clinton photo, Lillie Harden.
Harden told him she had had a stroke in the
2000s and was unable to afford her $450
monthly bill for medication. She sadly told
DeParle that her work “didn’t pay off in the

Fig. 6. August 1996 cover of The New Republic.
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1987, 1991, and 1994) contributed to decreases
in poverty and increases in employment.181
Other major factors include the economic
boom from 1994 to 2001, and the general longterm trend toward increasing employment
among mothers.182

Fig. 7. Presidential signing ceremony for PRWORA
in 1996.

end.” Harden died at age 59, two years before
the 20th anniversary of the 1996 law.178
In a way, the photo reveals much more
than the Clinton Administration intended.
Surrounding Clinton and the two Black
women are ten White men and one white
woman. As the New York Times noted at
the time, “the Rose Garden ceremony was
remarkable for the dearth of Democratic
leaders in attendance and the presence of
beaming Republicans.”179
For at least a decade, conservatives, the
Clinton administration and New Democrats
hailed TANF as a resounding success, even
though the program was never rigorously
evaluated. Their main argument in favor of its
success was based on the fact that the number
of people—mostly low-income children
and mothers—receiving income assistance
dropped sharply in the latter half of the 1990s,
while child poverty decreased and single
mothers’ employment rate increased.
But the evidence that TANF is largely
responsible for decreasing poverty and
increasing employment is weak. Both trends
started in 1994-1995, while just a few states
implemented TANF before 1997.180 It seems
more likely that expanded Medicaid eligibility
(for low-income children in the late 1980s and
low-income parents in the 1990s) and large
increases in the Earned Income Tax Credit (in
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

According to the policy’s proponents,
repealing AFDC and replacing it with a
block grant program should have increased
marriage and sharply reduced non-marital
births. After all, TANF placed onerous
restrictions on access to cash assistance,
and included both marriage promotion and
reducing non-marital births among its core
purposes. In reality, the percentage of births
that were nonmarital increased from about 32
percent in 1997 to about 40 percent today.183 In
1996, 5.2 percent of White, non-Latinas living
with one or more of their minor children
were never-married; today, that number has
increased to 10.3 percent.184
The one thing we can confidently say TANF
has done is drastically reduce the number
of low-income parents and children who
receive income assistance from the federal
government. Today, only about one in four
parents and children who are financially
eligible for TANF income assistance—
meaning they have income below the poverty
line and limited assets—actually receive it.185
By comparison, in 1996, nearly 79 percent
of parents and children eligible for AFDC
received it. TANF is supposed to “provide
assistance so that children can be cared for in
their own homes” instead of in foster care or
in institutions.186 But in at least seven states,
the number of children in foster care now
exceeds the number of children being cared
for by parents at home with the support of
TANF.187 The extraordinary decline in TANF
participation by eligible parents and children
is due to multiple factors, including the
imposition of heavy-handed work and other
behavioral tests as a condition of receiving
assistance, and strong financial incentives for
states to prevent eligible people from receiving
assistance.
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TANF has drastically reduced
the number of low-income
parents and children who
receive income assistance from
the federal government. Only
one in four parents and children
who are financially eligible
for TANF income assistance
actually receive it.
How much federal and state funding has been
diverted from direct assistance to low-income
children to ineffective efforts to directly
promote marriage and reduce non-marital
births? It’s difficult to say, because states
have so little accountability for how they
spend TANF funds. But it almost certainly
entails billions of public dollars over the last
two decades. In 2017 alone, states reported
spending $412 million in federal and state
TANF funds on “prevention of out-of-wedlock
pregnancies” (TANF purpose 3) and another

$155 million on “fatherhood and two-parent
family formation and maintenance programs”
(TANF purpose 4).188 Programs funded under
purposes 3 and 4 of TANF have included
abstinence education, and ones that are
questionable from a separation-of-churchand-state perspective, including Christian
overnight camps.189
To be sure, not all of this funding is wasteful.
State can use TANF under purpose 3 for youth
programs that “help young people stay in
school,” “keep them supervised after school,”
and “increase their motivation and selfesteem.”190 Examples include visiting nurse
services and after school programs. Similarly,
“fatherhood” programs, despite their
gendered focus, can provide useful services
and information to disadvantaged parents,
and “two-family formation and maintenance”
programs can include relationship
education that isn’t steeped in marriage
fundamentalism.191 But it is a mistake to fund
these kind of services with TANF dollars that
should be going directly to struggling families.

Originally the Healthy Marriage Initiative Aimed to:
Increase the percentage of children raised by two parents in a healthy marriage
Increase the percentage of married couples in healthy marriages
Increase the percentage of premarital couples equipped with the skills and knowledge necessary
to form and sustain a healthy marriage
Increase the percentage of youth and young adults who have the skills and knowledge to make
informed decisions about healthy relationships, including skills that can help them eventually form
and sustain a healthy marriage
Increase public awareness about the value of healthy marriages and the skills and knowledge that
can help couples form and sustain healthy marriages
Encourage and support research on healthy marriages and healthy marriage education
Increase the percentage of women, men and children in homes free of domestic violence
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The Healthy Marriage Promotion Program
to marriage promotion and an additional $50
million to promoting “responsible fatherhood
and marriage.”193 At the time, Bush’s Healthy
Marriage Initiative was framed as expanding
on small-scale initiatives in a few states.
But it was also promoted as a way to protect
“traditional” marriage in the wake of the
then-recent court ruling in Massachusetts
that found same-sex marriage to be protected
under the state constitution.194
Even though marriage fundamentalists were
influential in shaping TANF and other parts
of the 1996 welfare reform law, they thought
it didn’t go far enough to require the federal
government and states to focus on reducing
non-marital births and promote marriage.
Not long after the ink was dry on the law, they
began urging further changes in federal law to
promote their goals.
After George W. Bush became President in
2001, he nominated a conservative marriage
fundamentalist, Wade Horn, to oversee the
Administration for Children and Families,
a major division within Health and Human
Services that administers TANF, child support,
Head Start, refugee resettlement efforts, and
various child welfare programs. Horn had
previously been the president of the National
Fatherhood Initiative and an affiliate of the
conservative Hudson Institute. In 1997, Horn
argued that married couples should be given
priority over unmarried people for a range
of benefits, including Head Start, housing
assistance, job training, and student financial
aid. Women’s and welfare rights organizations
objected to Horn’s nomination. But after Horn
said he no longer supported giving married
couples priority for benefits over unmarried
people, he was approved by the Senate with no
objections.192
President Bush established a Healthy Marriage
Initiative in Horn’s division at HHS, and
proposed dedicating $240 million annually
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

Originally the Healthy Marriage Initiative
aimed to:
Increase the percentage of children who
are raised by two parents in a healthy
marriage.
Increase the percentage of married couples
in healthy marriages.
Increase the percentage of premarital
couples equipped with the skills and
knowledge necessary to form and sustain a
healthy marriage.
Increase the percentage of youth and young
adults who have the skills and knowledge
to make informed decisions about healthy
relationships, including skills that can help
them eventually form and sustain a healthy
marriage.
Increase public awareness about the value
of healthy marriages and the skills and
knowledge that can help couples form and
sustain healthy marriages.
Encourage and support research on healthy
marriages and healthy marriage education.
Increase the percentage of women, men
and children in homes that are free of
domestic violence.195
Overall these goals are similar, if somewhat
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more nuanced (“healthy” marriages) than the
TANF marriage promotion and non-marital
birth reduction goals. The most notable
addition is the domestic violence reduction
goal, which is not included in TANF’s four
purposes and has never been a focus of
marriage fundamentalists. If anything, they
have downplayed the extent and harm of
domestic violence, and attributed it in part
to women’s failure to marry, rather than to
patriarchal power and control. The inclusion
of domestic violence as one of the initiative’s
goals is almost certainly due to the work
of Horn’s feminist opponents who rightly
argued that state action to push women to
marry could increase and intensify domestic
violence.
Congress passed the president’s proposal as
part of the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005. The
legislation established two dedicated funding
streams, one for Healthy Marriage Promotion
program ($100 million a year from 2006 to
2010) and another for Responsible Fatherhood
($50 million a year from 2006 to 2010).
Both programs were subsequently extended
through 2020 with the Healthy Marriage
Promotion program funded at $75 million a
year and Responsible Fatherhood funded at
$75 million a year.196
Healthy Marriage Promotion funds must be
used to award competitive grants for research
and programs. Funded programs must include
one or more of the following activities: public
relations campaigns on the value of marriage,
education in high schools on the value of
marriage, marriage education, premarital
education, divorce reduction programs,
marriage mentoring programs, marital skills
training workshops, and programing aimed at
high school students.
The Healthy Marriage Promotion program
does include some important protections.
Participation in the programs must be
voluntary. So, for example, requiring a
Medicaid beneficiary to enroll in the program
under threat of sanction is prohibited.
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

Addressing domestic violence is a necessary
component of any grantee’s programming,
but funds cannot be used for stand-alone
domestic violence prevention activities that
do not include at least one of the marriagepromotion activities noted in the previous
paragraph.
Current Healthy Marriage Promotion
program grantees include 46 organizations
and a National Resource Center for Healthy
Marriage and Relationship Education.197
“Relationship education” was added to the
branding of the program during the Obama
administration.
Despite its ample resources and several efforts
to retool the program, Healthy Marriage
Promotion has been a resounding failure.
An analysis of state level spending found
that there was no statistically significant
correlation with state marriage rates, and a
positive association with divorce rates.198
According to the rigorous research conducted
to date, the programs are very expensive
and have few, if any, meaningful positive
effects. For example, the Supporting Healthy
Marriage program was a year-long marriage
education program for low-income married
couples with children or for couples expecting
a child.199 The curriculum consisted of
workshops, educational and social events, and
family support services consisting of one-onone meetings with staff. Given the length of
the program and its relatively labor-intensive
components, costs were high: an average of
$9,100 per couple. Thousands of couples were
enrolled in the program across a number of
states, with a total cost in the hundreds of
millions of dollars.
In the end, a rigorous evaluation of the
Supporting Healthy Marriage program found
that it did not increase marriage. The program
did not lead more couples to remain in their
relationship, had only a small impact on
women’s mental well-being, had no impact
on men’s levels of sadness and anxiety, and
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In at least seven states, the number of children in foster care now exceeds
the number of children being cared for by parents at home with the support
of TANF.

had little to no impact on parenting or childoutcomes.
Along a similar vein, the Building Strong
Families program was targeted at unmarried
low-income couples who had recently had
a baby or were expecting one soon.200 The
programming consisted of group sessions,
one-on-one support from family coordinators,
and referrals to relevant support services. The
program was even more expensive, with an
average cost of $11,000 per couple.
Similar to the Supporting Healthy Marriage
program, Building Strong Families failed
to deliver results in spite of the millions
of dollars spent. Couples who went
through the program did not improve their
communication skills or increase their
relationship quality. The program had no
impact on faithfulness, relationship duration,
or marriage rates, no overall impact on coparenting, and had a negative impact on some
aspects of fathers’ involvement in parenting.
And in spite of claims that investments in
these programs would lead to cost savings
down the road in the form of decreased
poverty rates, there was no impact at all on
children’s economic well-being.
The most recently evaluated program, Parents
and Children Together (PACT), provides
relationship skills classes (18 to 27 hours),
job readiness workshops (about 2-4 hours a
month), case management, and several other
services.201 PACT is the first HMP program to
show some modest positive results, including
slight changes in reports of “relationship
commitment,” “support and affection,”
domestic violence, and remaining married (94
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percent of married PACT participants were
still married at a one-year follow-up point,
compared to 91 percent of married control
group members).
At the same time, PACT had no impact
on several other measures of quality and
status, including no increase in relationship
happiness or use of constructive conflict
behaviors. It also had no impact on father
involvement, and no significant impact on
economic outcomes. PACT’s most notable
impact was a reduction in women’s reports of
depression. Measured using a 24-point scale,
women in the PACT group had depression
scale cores of 3.91, while those in the group
had scores of 4.72, a 14-percent difference.
Is PACT worth it? It’s hard to say because
the evaluations of PACT to date don’t look
at the cost side of the cost-benefit equation.
If PACT is as costly as Supporting Healthy
Marriage or Building Strong Families, it
seems hard to justify based on the results
reported to date. The money would be better
invested in benefits that we know directly
improve families’ health and finances, like
basic income, health insurance, and child
care assistance. And even if PACT could be
justified from a cost-benefit perspective, if
the program is actively “promoting marriage”
over other equally valid ways of structuring
one’s relationships and family life, then it
violates liberal values.
Researchers who study poverty, family,
and race have long criticized marriagepromotion programs for not taking structural
factors like income and racial inequality
into account.202 Even among researchers
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who were sympathetic to the possibility that
more marriage could lead to less poverty,
there were significant reservations about
the effectiveness of marriage promotion
programs, or the strength and quality of the
unions they might prompt. We now know they
were right.
Marriage fundamentalists assume that
people, particularly Black people and other
working-class people, are unmarried in large
part because of character deficits, a lack of
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“relationship skills,” limited knowledge, and
welfare programs that reduce women’s need
to depend on men. They believe that denying
basic income assistance and accusing them of
making “bad choices” will push more workingclass people into marriage, and keep more of
them there. It is an inherently paternalistic
approach, based in racist and classist
assumptions about working-class people, and
unsurprisingly it has not produced the results
that marriage fundamentalists expected.
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CHAPTER 7

The Dual Legacy of
Marriage Equality
In this chapter, we discuss the dual legacy of the marriage equality
movement. Extending marriage rights to same-sex couples dealt a blow
to some of the ideas that are central to marriage fundamentalism. As part
of their campaign against same-sex marriage, marriage fundamentalists
argued that children are harmed if they are raised in homes that do
not include both their biological father and biological mother. This
argument was ultimately rejected in the courts. At the same time, the
marriage equality movement did not challenge the way in which marital
relationships are privileged over other equally valid relationships that
deserve respect and recognition.
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The Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA)
In 1993, the Supreme Court of Hawaii ruled
the state’s denial of marriage licenses to
same-sex couples was a form of sex-based
discrimination subject to “strict scrutiny”
under the equal protection clause of the
Hawaii state constitution. The Court
instructed the trial court considering the
constitutionality of the state’s marriage law
to determine if denying marriage licenses to
same-sex couples furthered compelling state
interests and was narrowly tailored to avoid
unnecessary abridgments of constitutional
rights.
Partly in response to fears that same-sex
marriage would eventually become legal
in Hawaii, Congress passed the Defense of
Marriage Act (DOMA) in 1996, only one month
after passing welfare reform. DOMA codified

into law that “marriage” means only a legal
union “between one man and one woman as
husband and wife” and that “spouse” refers
only “to a person of the opposite sex who is a
husband or a wife.”
The legislative history of DOMA is full of
marriage fundamentalist claims about what
constitutes the best type of family.203 These
claims were typically presented as obvious and
“natural” facts about the family. According
to an op-ed quoted in the House Judiciary
Committee report that accompanied DOMA:
“‘Marriage’ is not an arbitrary construct; it is
an ‘honorable estate’ based on the different,
complementary nature of men and women—
and how they refine, support, encourage, and
complete one another.”204

The Marriage Equality Movement and the
Beyond Same-Sex Marriage Statement
In a 2003 decision, Lawrence v. Texas, the
U.S Supreme Court struck down Texas’s
sodomy law making sexual activity between
same-sex couples legal across the United
States. The Court’s 6-3 majority decision
was written by Justice Anthony Kennedy, a
relatively conservative judge with libertarian
leanings. On a court with four liberals and
four conservatives, Kennedy often provided
the deciding vote to one side or the other.
Kennedy’s opinion in Lawrence was a
“a springboard toward legal recognition
of same-sex relationships.”205 After the
decision, marriage equality was prioritized by
mainstream activists in part because Kennedy
was viewed as likely to vote with the Court’s
liberals when the issue reached the Supreme
Court.
In 2004, a group of 11 foundations came
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together as the Civil Marriage Collaborative
(CMC) to support the “freedom to marry,”
and CMC worked closely with Freedom to
Marry, an organization founded in 2003.206
The groups argued that advocates were
“making a huge mistake leading with an
‘equal rights and benefits’ argument.”207
Ultimately, the movement adopted a new
frame: “Gay marriage was not about rights and
responsibilities—it was about love.” This new
frame may have been more narrowly effective
than one that focused on equality, but it also
deemphasized the fact that access to marriage
was about rights and benefits, and not just love.
In 2006, a group of LGBTQ+ leaders and
allied scholars and advocates called for
“mov[ing] beyond the narrow confines of
marriage politics as they exist in the United
States today.” In Beyond Same-Sex Marriage:
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A New Strategic Vision For All Our Families
and Relationships, they offered a “new vision
for securing governmental and private
institutional recognition of diverse kinds
of partnerships, households, kinship
relationships, and families.”208 They noted
that household and family diversity were
already the norm, and argued that having “our
government define as ‘legitimate’ families only
those households with couples in conjugal
relationships does a tremendous disservice to
the many other ways in which people actually
construct their families, kinship networks,
households, and relationships.”
They also acknowledged that “the transgender
and bisexual movements, so often historically
left behind or left out by the larger lesbian and
gay movement, have powerfully challenged
legal constructions of relationship and fought
for social, legal, and economic recognition of
partnerships, households, and families, which
include members who shatter the narrow
confines of gender conformity.”
Instead of attributing economic insecurity
and inequality to family structure by drawing
a sharp line between married and unmarried
people, these activists noted the widespread
nature of economic insecurity, and the ways in
which people formed unions and relationships
that “allow them to survive and create the
communities and partnerships that mirror
their circumstances, needs, and hopes.” And
instead of a single-minded commitment to
“defensive struggles to address the Right’s
issue-by-issue assaults” they called for
strategies that “engage these issues head-on,
for the long term, from a position of vision
and strength.”
Finally, the statement ended with a call
for an “inclusive new civic commitment to
the recognition and well-being of diverse
households and families…” and the authors
pointed to examples of “the ways in which
an inclusive vision ... can promote practical,
progressive change and open up new
opportunities for strategic bridge-building.”
THE CASE AGAINST MARRIAGE FUNDAMENTALISM

Examples of households that
are “as socially, economically,
and spiritually worthy” as
married couples, including
many highlighted in
Beyond Same-Sex Marriage
statement, include:
Single-parent households
Senior citizens living together, serving as
each other’s caregivers
Adult children living with and caring for
their parents
Grandparents and other family members
raising their children’s or a relative’s
children
Platonic co-parents
Blended families
Households in which there is more than
one conjugal partner
Single / unpartnered adults
Extended families living under one roof
Close friends and siblings who live
together and serve as each other’s
primary support and caregivers

Although the Beyond Same-Sex Marriage
statement was signed by thousands of
people, including many movement veterans,
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People form unions and relationships that allow them to survive and create
the communities and partnerships that mirror their circumstances, needs,
and hopes.

this statement and its signatories were
marginalized, within the movement and
beyond. One notable organization that
played a key role in writing the statement and
organizing signers was Queers for Economic
Justice (QEJ), whose primary constituents
and leadership were queer and trans people,
largely of color, surviving the NYC public

benefits and shelter systems. It’s unclear
whether the statement had any impact on the
strategic direction of the marriage equality
movement at the time, or on its funders, but
QEJ as an organization did not survive this
period, despite a proliferation of new funders
in the LGBTQ+ space.209

Marriage Fundamentalism in the Supreme
Court Decisions
In 2013, the Supreme Court struck down
DOMA (United States v. Windsor). Two years
later, the Supreme Court required all states to
perform and recognize same-sex marriages
(Obergefell v. Hodges). Both decisions were
written by Justice Kennedy and joined by the
Court’s four liberal members.
While the marriage-equality movement
had accomplished its goal, the Court’s
decisions were based in part on marriagefundamentalist logic. In Obergefell, Justice
Kennedy begins his decision with a rapturous
take on the history of marriage:
The annals of human history reveal the
transcendent importance of marriage. The
lifelong union of a man and a woman always
has promised nobility and dignity to all persons,
without regard to their station in life. Marriage
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is sacred to those who live by their religions
and offers unique fulfillment to those who find
meaning in the secular realm. Its dynamic allows
two people to find a life that could not be found
alone, for a marriage becomes greater than just
the two persons. Rising from the most basic
human needs, marriage is essential to our most
profound hopes and aspirations.
The centrality of marriage to the human condition
makes it unsurprising that the institution has
existed for millennia and across civilizations...210
Later in the decision, Kennedy wrote that
“marriage… affords the permanency and
stability to children’s best interests” and
“allows children ‘to understand the integrity
and closeness of their own family and
its concord with other families in their
community and in their daily lives’.”211
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The Use of Social Science in the Legal
Debate
Both sides of the same-sex marriage debate
used social science research to build their
case. Opponents used it to claim that samesex marriage would harm children, while
proponents used it to rebut these claims, and
further argue that same-sex marriage would
help children living in same-sex couples by
increasing their stability and access to benefits
tied to married.
The Family Research Council, a conservative
marriage-fundamentalist group, claimed
that “a large and growing body of scientific
research indicates that the intact, married
[different-sex] family is best for children.”212
They also quoted sociologists Sara McLanahan
and Gary Sandefur, who in Growing Up with a
Single Parent: What Hurts, What Helps argued
that “if we were asked to design a system
for making sure that children’s basic needs
were met, we would probably come up with
something quite similar to the two-parent
ideal.”213
In an amicus brief to the Supreme Court, the
American Sociological Association countered
claims that same-sex marriage would harm
children. They argued that “positive child
well-being is the product of stability in the
relationship between the two parents, stability
in the relationship between the parents and
child, and greater parental socioeconomic
resources.”214					
				

In a study of the use of social science
research in same-sex marriage litigation,
sociologist Kathleen Hull identified several
broad categories of research: optimal child
development, marital and procreative
behaviors of opposite-sex couples, marriage’s
social purpose, harms imposed by samesex marriage bans, and whether sexual
orientation merits heightened scrutiny under
equal protection jurisprudence.215
Of these, she found that child development
questions generally dominated legal debates
about same-sex marriage, with opponents
arguing that same-sex parenting harms
children, and proponents arguing that the
available research did not support such a
claim. At the same time, some pro-marriage
equality witnesses argued that children with
same-sex parents were harmed by same-sex
marriage bans because their parents weren’t
eligible for benefits available to married
parents. In the Obergefell decision, the majority
seemed to agree, stating that...
without the recognition, stability, and
predictability marriage offers, their children suffer
the stigma of knowing their parents are somehow
lesser. They also suffer the significant material
costs of being raised by unmarried parents,
relegated through no fault of their own to a more
difficult and uncertain family life. The marriage
laws at issue here thus harm and humiliate the
children of same-sex parents.

Positive child well-being is the product of stability in the relationship
between the two parents, stability in the relationship between the
parents and child, and greater parental socioeconomic resources.
American Sociological Association
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Hull concluded that on balance “the pro[same-sex marriage] forces made greater use
of social science in building their case, and
overall their evidence was received more
favorably by the courts” but that “the anti[same-sex marriage] forces were somewhat
effective in using social science evidence to
sow doubt in the minds of some judges …”
During oral arguments, for example Justice
Scalia commented on the “the lack of scientific
consensus on parenting effects.”

While same-sex-marriage
proponents ultimately
prevailed, some of their
claims reinforced the idea that
marriage was necessary for
family stability and “integrity.”

In sum, mainstream social science was used
by both sides in the same-sex marriage
debate. While same-sex-marriage proponents

ultimately prevailed, many of their claims
reinforced the idea that marriage was
necessary for family stability and “integrity.”

After Same-Sex Marriage
The same-sex marriage debate has a dual
legacy. On one hand, the extension of
marriage rights and benefits to same-sex
couples is a historic civil rights victory.
The legal benefits currently attached to
marriage, such as inheritance rights, access
to survivor benefits, immigration status, and
legal recognition as co-parents, are vitally
important for married same-sex couples. On
the other hand, the mainstream marriage
equality movement did not heed the call
made in the 2006 Beyond Same-Sex Marriage
statement to directly challenge marriage
fundamentalism, and non-married people
continue to be denied a long list of rights and
benefits available to married people.
Many marriage fundamentalists are
demoralized by the legalization of same-sex
marriage and have dedicated themselves to
reactionary efforts to defend institutions and
policies that continue to discriminate against
LGBTQ+ people. Others have attempted to
modernize marriage fundamentalism by
accepting same-sex marriage, while shaming
unmarried people and continuing to fight for a
“marriage culture.”
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David Blankenhorn, who testified in support
of a 2008 California ballot initiative that
banned same-sex marriage in California,
publicly reversed his position in 2012,
writing that he wanted to “help build new
coalitions bringing together gays who want to
strengthen marriage with straight people who
want to do the same.”216 In 2015, Blankenhorn
released a Marriage Opportunity statement
signed by 74 academics, researchers, and
authors across the political spectrum and
included gay and lesbian signatories in
addition to those who identify as straight.217
The Marriage Opportunity statement began
with the claim that:

Some have attempted
to modernize marriage
fundamentalism by accepting
same-sex marriage, while
continuing to fight for a
“marriage culture.”
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… families are the seedbeds of civil society, and
marriage is the basis of the family. Marriage
creates kin. Marriage is a wealth producing
institution. And because marriage is the main
institution governing the link between the spousal
association and the parent-child association,
marriage is society’s most pro-child institution.
Aside from the acceptance of same-sex
marriage, this is not a noticeably different
position than that held by conservative
marriage fundamentalists. For example, the
statement’s characterization of marriage
as “the basis of the family” recalls the Family
Research Council’s claim that, “properly
understood, ‘families’ are formed only by ties
of blood, marriage, or adoption….”218 Saying
that families “are the seedbeds of civil society”
echoes the Council’s claim that “marriage is
the foundation of civilization, the seedbed of
virtue, and the wellspring of society.”219
The statement goes on to argue that “the broad
theme of marriage opportunity can help give
birth to a new pro-marriage coalition that
transcends the old divisions.” Yet by calling
for the restoration of a “marriage culture,” the
statement reinforces old divisions rather than
transcending them.
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At the same time, there is a nascent movement
forming to advance parts of the vision
outlined in the Beyond Same-Sex Marriage
statement. A year after the Obergefell decision,
A Better Balance and Family Values @ Work
convened a meeting of advocates from
national organizations “to knit together
the intersecting and overlapping agendas
of campaigns for LGBTQ rights and workfamily leave policies.”220 So far, this coalition
has focused on developing “inclusive family
definitions” in paid leave and other workfamily policies. Their work points the way
to a new consensus that moves “beyond the
narrow confines of marriage politics” to focus
on family justice.
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CONCLUSION

For Family Justice
Marriage fundamentalism should be rejected because it is contrary to
liberal, feminist, and multicultural values, not supported by a scientific
consensus, and causes lasting political, social and psychological harm.
Underlying our entire argument is the idea that marriage fundamentalism
contributes to racial, gender, and class injustice.
In this concluding chapter, we move beyond critique and argue for a new
consensus around a set of principles and a policy agenda that promotes
“family justice.” Family justice views family, care, and community
as central and enduring parts of most people’s lives, and critical to
children’s well-being and success. It recognizes that “[s]o many people…
long for a sense of caring, community and connectedness” and for
“communities… in which conformity to a narrow and restricting vision
is never demanded as the price of admission to caring civil society.”221
But while family justice rejects marriage fundamentalism, it is not
against marriage. For many married people, the fact of being married
carries significant personal, cultural, and religious meaning. And many
unmarried adults aspire to marriage for the same reasons.
We start by detailing what we view as the core values of family justice:
equality, autonomy, interdependence, and care. We then acknowledge
and discuss influences—the activists and thinkers that family justice
builds on, and is indebted to. After that, we outline a set of family justice
principles. Finally, we outline an agenda for policy.
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Values
Core values of family justice include equality,
autonomy, interdependence, and care.222
Equality requires the reduction of social and
economic inequality within relationships
and between family types, and legal equality
among different types of families and
relationships.
Autonomy requires making it possible for
people to freely choose their relationships
and family types—including marriage—
by reducing structural and other barriers
that stand in their way. A closely related
value is personal security, within and outside
relationships, including economic security
and freedom from coercion and violence.

with whom we have a legally recognized
relationship).

Interdependence means acknowledging we
all are interconnected and dependent
on countless other people (not just ones
to which we are biologically related or

Care requires acknowledging all the ways
that different relationships are supportive
and meaningful, and the positive impact
they have on our lives and well-being.

“So many people long for a sense of caring, community and
connectedness — conformity to a narrow and restricting vision is
never demanded as the price of admission to caring civil society.”
Beyond Same-Sex Marriage Statement
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Influences
Family justice builds upon, and is indebted to,
the work of at least three major groupings of
activists and theorists: 1) the strategic vision
proposed by LGBTQ+ activists and allies in
their 2006 Beyond Same-Sex Marriage statement
(discussed in the last chapter of this report), 2)
the reproductive justice framework developed
by a visionary group of Black women more
than two decades ago, and 3) the work of
family advocates and intellectuals, including
legal theorists, historians, and political
theorists.
Like the LGBTQ+ activists and allies
who drafted the Beyond Same-Sex Marriage
statement, family justice seeks “recognition
and respect for our chosen relationships, in
their many forms…”223 Perhaps the major
difference between family justice and the
Beyond Same-Sex Marriage statement is that the
former is also centrally concerned with the
ways in which seemingly non-family laws and
institutions—including mass incarceration—
and economic policies keep people from
having the family relationships they
want.224 Thus, minimum wage and collective
bargaining laws are family justice issues
because low wages and bad jobs negatively
impact family relationships.

Like reproductive justice, family justice
is not simply “pro-choice” when it comes
to questions of family and relationships.
Family justice, like the reproductive justice
movement, focuses on the ways that “laws,
policies, and public officials punish or reward”
different groups of people differently.225 The
reproductive-justice vision endorsed by 100
groups in 2018 is one we also endorse: “Each of
us should have the chance to live safe, healthy
lives and be free to determine our own path—
including if, when, and how to create a family.
Each of us, too, should be able to raise and care
for children with dignity and freedom from
violence, discrimination, or denial of our basic
human rights and needs.”226

Family-justice advocates seek to repeal laws, policies and social norms that
stand in the way of people having the families and relationships they want.
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Family Justice Principles
The following family-justice principles flow
from the values and influences detailed above:
A person’s marital status, relationship
status, and living arrangements say
nothing about their character or value.
Unmarried people should not be treated
as less mature, less valuable, or less
accomplished than married people.
Families and relationships should not
be ranked from best to worst based on
their structure. Marriage is neither more
nor less important than other close
adult relationships involving care and
commitment.
People “do family” in a multitude of
ways, including as married or unmarried
couples; as “co-parents,” whether divorced,
separated, or never together; as adults
“living apart together,”227 as kin networks,
and as chosen family. Neither children nor
marriage are necessary to create family.
Co-residence is not necessary to create
relationships of commitment and care.
There will always be people who do
not achieve the relationships, living
arrangements, and family goals to which
they aspire. There will also always be
people who prefer to live alone, to not have
children, or otherwise opt to live their
lives in ways that are not consistent with
whatever the norm is at the time. None of
this is a reflection of their self-worth, and
they all have a right to equal respect and
concern.
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Children do not need to live under the
same roof as a same-gender parent (or
a same-gender role model) for proper
development. There are many ways
children can have positive same-gender
role models outside of the home. A society
in which a child must live with a samegender parent in order to flourish is not a
just society.
Children flourish in a variety of family
types and living arrangements. Being
raised in a two-parent nuclear household
is not categorically better than being raised
in a single-parent household, a “bi-nuclear”
household, or a multi-generational
household. Relationship quality is more
important than household structure.
Loving, supportive families come in all
shapes and sizes. A society in which a child
must live in a two-parent nuclear household
in order to flourish is not a just society.
Family justice rejects marriage
fundamentalism but is not against
marriage. For many married people, the
fact of being married carries significant
personal, cultural, and religious meaning.
And many unmarried adults aspire to
marriage for the same reasons.
An adult’s ability to freely choose a
particular relationship status or living
arrangement should not be restricted or
blocked (for example, by immigration laws
that provide permanent legal residence
automatically to spouses, but not to
domestic partners).
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Towards an Agenda for Change
In practical terms, a new family justice
consensus will require a strategy for cultural
and policy change. Necessary culture change
includes public acceptance and understanding
of family diversity. As we note in Chapter
1, much of the public has already shifted
away from marriage fundamentalism, so an
important part of the work here involves
changing attitudes held by elites.
Necessary policy change involves reforming
public policies to promote and support
equality, autonomy, interdependency and
care regardless of family type. This includes
reforming laws and policies that make marriage a precondition to accessing certain rights and
benefits, while denying them to others.
Where legal benefits, privileges, and rights are limited to married couples only, family-justice
advocates should ask whether the limitation makes sense given the goals of the law, and whether
the denial of benefits to people in various other non-marital relationships is fair. At the same
time, family-justice advocates would seek to repeal laws, policies and social norms that stand in
the way of people having the families and relationships they want. Examples include criminal
justice and immigration laws that separate people who want to be together, and make it more
difficult for people to enter and maintain the relationships they desire.
Developing a comprehensive family-justice agenda for policy and cultural change is beyond the
scope of this report, and needs to involve far more voices and organizations than just ours. But
as a starting point we recommend the following:
Remove marriage promotion and “out-of-wedlock”-birth reduction as purposes of the
TANF program, and repeal the Healthy Marriage Promotion program. TANF should be
reformed, including by removing references to marriage and “out-of-wedlock” births. Instead,
TANF should be focused on providing financial assistance to individuals and families. The
Healthy Marriage Promotion program should be repealed.
Provide additional legal options for relationships, like civil unions and registered
partnerships. Providing such options affirms “the capacity of people to establish for
themselves the terms of their relationships while providing models for doing so.”228 Nonmarried couples expecting a child and planning to parent together should be able to register
their parenting partnership (and not just paternity). There is almost certainly considerable
unrecognized demand for additional legal options for relationships in the United States.
In 1999, France established the Pacte civil de solidarité (PAC) as an alternative to marriage
that comes with a somewhat different legal framework.229 Today PACs account for about 45
percent of the total number of legally recognized coupled relationships (marriages and PACs)
entered into each year in France.230
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Provide information easily accessible to the public about the legal rights and
responsibilities of marriage and any other legal options for relationships. Such
information should be available from governments, relevant non-profit organizations, and
legal services providers.
Review federal, state, and local laws that condition benefits and rights on marriage,
and, where appropriate, provide such benefits and rights in a more inclusive manner.
Examples include: ensuring that work-family benefits like job-protected leave and paid
sick days include non-marital partners and other “chosen family,” and treating domestic
partnerships the same as marriage for purposes of federal immigration law. Members of
Congress should ask GAO, the Congressional Research Service, or similar nonpartisan
federal governmental agencies to identify all federal laws that provide legal rights, privileges,
or benefits to married people, but not to non-married people. Similar efforts should be
undertaken at state and local levels.
Reforming work-family laws to define family inclusively. A growing number of states
and localities are adopting inclusive family definitions as part of their paid sick time, paid
family leave, and other work-family laws.231 Many of these reforms are due to the work of A
Better Balance, Family Values @ Work, and their local and state partners. Most recently, New
Jersey adopted a paid sick leave law that allows workers to take time off to care for themselves
or family members. Family members include people whose “close association with the
employee is the equivalent of a family relationship,” even if they are not legally or biologically
related.232
Treating domestic partners the same as married spouses for purposes of federal
immigration law. Under current U.S. law, U.S. citizens can obtain green cards (lawful
permanent residence in the United States, and a path to U.S. citizenship) for their spouses,
but not for partners in equivalent relationships. The United States should follow Canada in
extending this right to citizens in common-law or conjugal partnerships.233
Reform the Child Tax Credit to make it a child allowance available to all low-income
parents. A child or family allowance is a fixed sum paid monthly to all parents or some subset
of parents. Most wealthy countries provide such allowance to parents without conditioning
the allowance on employment. In the United States, the closest program is the Child Tax
Credit. However, the Child Tax Credit is conditioned on employment, paid annually, and
excludes or provides only modest benefits to a substantial number of low-income parents,
particularly unmarried mothers.
Reform crime, immigration, and child welfare laws to minimize forced family
separation and harm to children. Examples include visitation policies within jails/
prisons, the Indian Child Welfare Act, and more. All of these laws have well-documented
disproportionate effects by race and class. Particularly when it comes to punitive crime and
child welfare laws, the U.S. is an outlier compared to other wealthy nations.
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Conclusion
Married couples are no more worthy of recognition and support than unmarried individuals,
and marriage is only one of many paths to family. Most Americans already know this; it’s time
for our laws to catch up and for elite opinion makers to stop promoting marriage as a solution for
poverty and inequality.
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APPENDIX

Research on
Marriage, Family
Structure and Child
Well-Being
Several organizations and scholars have conducted large-scale literature
reviews and meta-analyses of research on the causal impact of family
structure on child well-being. Over the last decade, these include the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD);
United Kingdom’s Department of Children, Schools and Families (UK
DCSF); Sara McClanahan, Laura Tach, and Daniel Schneider; and Juho
Härkönen, Fabrizio Bernardi, and Diederik Boertien. In this appendix, we
detail key findings from these studies.
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Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) Review
The OECD is an intergovernmental economic
organization with 36 member countries,
including the United States. Most of the
members are high-income countries.
Published in 2009, the OECD’s report is the
most comprehensive of the review studies
in terms of analysis and conclusions.234 It
takes into account both prior meta-analyses
conducted by U.S. researchers (and mostly
focused on US research), conducts a new metaanalyses of non-U.S. research, and conducts
a narrative review of the more limited body
of research that uses more sophisticated
approaches to obtaining information on
causality.
The overall conclusion of the OECD report
is “that the literature on the effects of sole
parenthood on child well-being, while
extensive and growing in sophistication, lacks
a clear consensus on the existence of a causal effect.
That any such effect is small is a conclusion which can
be asserted with more confidence.”
In discussing the implications of these
conclusions for policy makers, the OECD says:
For policy makers, the first point to note is that, in
comparison say to some policy-related literatures
like the impact of education on earnings or even
the employment effects of minimum wages,
the empirical literature on the impact of family
structure on child outcomes is at an immature
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stage. The immaturity is signalled by the lack of a
consensus regarding the existence of a causal effect
of sole-parent family structure. To draw stronger
conclusions means the application of priors to the
existing body of evidence.
They go on to explain:
Policy makers need to additionally keep in mind
that average effects [here they refer to effect sizes
from the large number of studies included in their
meta-analysis and the earlier U.S. one] conceal an
enormous amount of variation. Many children
[brought up by] sole parents do well on all counts.
Many children brought up in stable two-parent
families do poorly. This is because many other
factors—some well understood, others less
so, influence the social outcomes for children
of interest (Amato 2005). This additionally
means that crudely targeting resources towards
sole parents, in addition to possibly reinforcing
social stigma which may undermine well-being
of children from sole-parent families, is likely to
lead to high false positives (providing a service to
children of sole-parent families who have no need
of it) and high false negatives (not providing a
service to many children of two-parent families
have need of it).
Finally, they note that “information on relative
policy efficacy in this area is, at best, patchy
and — probably for most member states of the
OECD—non-existent.”
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Härkönen, Bernardi, and Boertien
Published in 2017, this is the most recent
review of evidence. It is particularly notable
for its discussion of heterogeneity of effects.235
Similar to the OECD research discussed above,
their study reviews findings on a variety of
research topics related to family structure.
Key findings include:
Parental Conflict: “Parental separation
[divorce or the dissolution of a nonmarried union] can be beneficial for
children from high-conflict families, but
is more likely to have negative effects
when parental conflict was low and the
separation came as a relative surprise.”
Child’s Gender: “Although some studies
have found gender-specific effects, most
have not, leading Amato and James (2010)
to conclude that the gender differences
in effects are modest at most. Similar
variation in findings characterizes research
on effects of stepfamilies (Sweeney 2010).”
Child’s Age: “Studies on educational
outcomes often find the effects to be
most pronounced when parents divorced
close to important educational decision
points.… Otherwise, findings differ in their
conclusions about the childhood stages
most sensitive to family disruption, and the
specific pattern of heterogeneity is likely to
depend on the outcome studied.”
Parental Socioeconomic Status: “empirical
results are mixed, with some findings
pointing to stronger negative effects in
families with high or low socioeconomic
status.” Citing an accompanying review by
Bernardi and Boertien, whose “substantive
conclusion is that the negative effect of
parental separation on educational choices
is stronger for children whose highsocioeconomic status father moves out. The
greater financial losses are an important
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part of the explanation, which also
suggests that the results might be different
for outcomes that are less responsive to
financial resources.”
Race, ethnicity, migrant status: “Many US
studies have found that Black children
are less affected by growing up in a nonintact family than White children …. Some
European studies have found variation
in family structure effects by ethnic and
immigrant background … In general, the
family structure effects are weaker in
groups in which parental separation and
single motherhood are more common,
which has been explained by less stigma,
better ways of handling father absence, a
broadly disadvantaged position with less to
lose, or differential selection by unobserved
factors….”
Finally, the authors question Sara
McLanahan’s “diverging destinies” thesis that
“holds that socioeconomically uneven family
change, in which the retreat from stable twoparent families is happening particularly
among those with low levels of education, can
reduce social mobility.” They conclude that:
… whether this is the case depends not only on
differences in family structures by socioeconomic
background, but also on the strength of the effects
of these family structures on the outcomes in
question; if the effects are nil or weak, it does not
matter who lives in which kind of family. The
inequality-amplifying effects of socioeconomic
differences in family structures can furthermore
be shaped by heterogeneity in family structure
effects … Bernardi’s and Boertien’s … findings,
that the negative effects of parental separation
are weaker for children whose parents have low
levels of education, imply that the socioeconomic
differences in family instability are less important
in affecting intergenerational inequality than
often thought. Erman’s and Härkönen’s….
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results show that parental separation effects are
weaker among ancestry groups where parental
separation is more common suggest the same
for ethnic inequalities. Together, these findings
refine arguments stating that divergence in family

structures will lead to an increase in inequality.
Instead, the results imply that whether this
happens or not is contingent on the strength of
these effects and on whether they are similar
across groups.

Adamsons and Johnson
Published in 2013, this is the most recent
meta-analysis of research on “nonresident
father involvement and child well-being.”236
Adamsons and Johnson update Amato
and Gilbreth’s (1999)237 meta-analysis, and
conceptualize “both nonresident father
involvement and child well-being (rather than
just father involvement) as multidimensional
constructs.” They are careful to note that the
effect sizes included in their meta-analysis are
correlations, not causal relationships.
Adamsons and Johnson conclude that:
… nonresident father involvement can have
positive effects on children, but the quality of such
involvement matters more than the quantity. Our

meta-analyses indicated that overall, nonresident
father involvement continues to be positively
associated with a variety of child outcomes (social,
behavioral, academic/cognitive, and emotional/
psychological). Effect sizes in the present study
were modest but consistently statistically different
from zero, and the strength of the present effect
sizes generally were comparable with those found
by Amato and Gilbreth ….
The amount of contact and financial provision,
however, were not associated with overall child
well-being. Our finding regarding contact was
similar to Amato and Gibreth’s but our finding
regarding financial provision was different, as
they found statistically significant associations.

United Kingdom Department of Children,
Schools and Families (UK DCSF) Review
This is a 2009 review of other “review-level
evidence” rather than a systematic review
of primary research.238 It draws mostly on
the U.S. meta-analysis conducted by Amato,
other reviews conducted in the 1990s and
early 2000s. It does not discuss the more
comprehensive OECD (2009) review, which
was conducted at roughly the same time as the
UK review.
Relying mostly on the Amato meta-analysis,
as well as a 2003 review conducted for the
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Joseph Rowntree Foundation (UK), the UK
review concludes that:
There are significant differences between
children who experience parental separation
compared with children from intact families.
Although the difference between the two groups
is generally statistically significant, effect sizes
are nevertheless small, reflecting the fact that
within both groups, children vary widely in their
experiences.
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Unlike the OECD review, the UK report says
little about causality. A notable aspect of the
UK report is its discussion of parental conflict
and “family functioning”:
Parental conflict is a key variable associated
with negative outcomes in children from both
intact and non-intact families. Research in
this area clearly shows that family functioning
has a greater impact on outcomes than family
structure. High levels of conflict, stress resulting
from the separation and/or resulting poverty
can all negatively affect maternal mental health.
Poor mental health affects the ability of parents,
whether married, separated or divorced, to parent
effectively, which in turn impacts on children’s
well-being.
They also conclude:
Financial hardship and poor or disrupted
parenting have a negative impact on outcomes for
children growing up in intact as well as separated
families. It is therefore important to avoid the
risk of stigmatising certain family forms, such as
single parent families, and to focus instead on the
underlying mechanisms that contribute to poorer
outcomes for children.
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Finally, when it comes to policy, they explain:
… the evidence is weak on how best to strengthen
and support family relationships, to reduce levels
of family conflict, to enhance the stability of
couples, and to support the ‘buffering’ necessary
to protect the relationship and the quality of
parenting in times of stress or difficulties…, such
as through a period of maternal mental health
problems.
A related set of UK reports looked specifically
at differences between married and cohabiting
parents. There is much less research on this
question (the vast majority of historical
research is on divorce), so these reports include
both discussions of existing literature and new
analyses. The overall conclusion from these
studies is that:
The differences in relationship stability between
cohabiting and married parents, and the cognitive
and non-cognitive skills and behaviours of their
children, mainly or entirely reflect the fact that
different types of people choose to get married
(the selection effect), rather than that marriage
has a direct positive causal effect on relationship
stability or children’s outcomes. On the basis of
this evidence, therefore, there does not seem to be a
strong rationale for policies that seek to encourage
couples to get married, at least not if the aim is to
increase these measures of relationship stability or
child development.
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McLanahan, Tach, and Scheider Review
Sara McClanahan is a leading U.S. researcher
in the field of family structure research. Since
at least 1994 she has taken the position that
“growing up with only one biological parent
frequently deprives children of important
economic, parental, and community
resources, and that these deprivations
ultimately undermine their chances of future
success.”
McLanahan and her co-authors review 47
studies that “take one of the more rigorous
approaches” to isolating the causal effects of
what they refer (problematically) to as “father
absence.”239 Their review is more recent than
either the OECD or UK review (2013 vs. 2009),
but most of the studies they review were
published in 2007 or earlier.
Based on this review, they find what they
characterize as “strong evidence” that father
absence negatively impacts certain outcomes
(particularly externalizing behavior and
adolescent risky behavior) and “weaker
evidence” for other outcomes (cognitive
ability; adult economic and family outcomes).
Unlike the OECD and UK reviews, they do not
discuss effect sizes.
The McClanahan review includes four tables
with summary information for each of the
studies. We used these tables to produce the
table below that shows the number of studies
finding an effect, mixed effects, or no effect by
outcome studied.
When considered as whole, these results
seem consistent with the OECD conclusion
that there is no clear consensus on causality.
The strongest evidence pointing in a causal
direction is on childhood social-emotional
problems, but it is not overwhelming or
consistent (particularly in the absence of any
discussion of effect sizes).
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Perhaps most notably, these findings provide
little support for the idea that the married,
two-parent family is the best family type
when it comes to adult outcomes. This
suggests that if there are effects they may be
transitory and adjustment-related, rather
than long term.

TABLE 3

Summary of findings of studies
included in Tables 1-4 of
McClanahan, Tach, and Schneider
Type of child or
adult outcome

Number of studies by
whether effects found
No Effect Mixed

Effect

Test scores

4

5

3

Educational
attainment and
engagement

7

3

7

School
performance
(such as GPA) &
engagement

1

3

0

Social-emotional
problems in
childhood

3

6

14

Adult employment

0

5

0

Adult income/
earnings

2

0

0

Marriage &
divorce

0

3

0

Early
childbearing

0

2

0

Adult mental
health

2

1

3

Smoking

0

0

2

Source: Authors’ analysis of McClanahan,
Tach, and Schneider.
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